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ABOUT US
Corpus Juris is an open access, peer reviewed journal which aims to generate dialogue on matters
of current interest. Started by three law school classmates, Corpus Juris is unique in as much as
there is no specific theme by which the Journal is restricted. This allows Lawyers, Researchers and
Law students alike to express their views in accordance with their interests. Corpus Juris was born
from the thought that the legal academia of the world has become somewhat static, even as
humans continue to witness progress in leaps and bounds across other disciplines. Bearing the
idea that Law and Social Science need to change with the progress of society and social fabric of
the world, this is a humble attempt that intends to reinstate the lost atmosphere of legal research
and progress across the globe.
With this thought, we hereby present to you
Corpus Juris: The Law Journal
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ANOMIE THEORY: HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
AND CURRENT POSITION IN INDIAN SOCIETY
-SREJAL MISHRA1

ABSTRACT
The theory of Crime and Deviance was first propounded by a very well know sociologist Emile
Durkheim. He was considered as the father of Sociology who gave effect of punishment on the
society and its repercussion on society’s ills. Nowadays, it is not possible to consider the idea of
having a Utopian society where every individual in the society have perfect state of mind and they
are completely self-sufficient. Crime in the society is inevitable and it is considered as an essential
function performed by an individual. It is similar to that of the concept given by John Milton’s
Paradise Lost and also in reference to concept of conflict given by Karl Marx.
After the economic reforms in the year of 1990’s there were a lot many changes that has happened
and now it has come into the race of global players in respect of development throughout the
world. She has a booming economy and also social stability. But despite being coming into the list
of global player there exit a dark side of this nation. The country is facing practices such as suicide,
community tension, day to day increase in crime rates, foeticide, corporate fraud and India does
have sufficient mechanisms to tackle such kind of problems. The roots of these kind of problem
lies in a common source named as Anomie. India is a diverse nation having heterogeneous
population who have different language, culture, religion, caste and ethnicity so it would be
difficult to find out any homogenous effect or outcome but one can easily find variable factors.
The author in this research paper will first of all discuss about the theoretical aspect with regards
to anomie theory by taking into consideration the processes and mechanism of economic
liberalisation. Then it will focus on analyse the implementation of this theory in the problem
evolving in India followed by the conclusion part.

1

Student, B.Com. LL.B, Institute of Law, Nirma University.
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INTRODUCTION
EVOLUTION OF ANOMIE THEORY
As per Emile Durkheim, the theory of Anomie has its roots in industrial revolution. The Crime
and Deviance has also increased with an increase in industrial revolution. As the industrial
revolution evolves, the United States faced an increase in number of immigration of people in the
country. With an increase in the number of immigration the concept of individualism evolved in
society where people focused on personal gain rather that considering the need of others and
diversity among individuals has also evolved. Due to the coming of so many immigrants, they
bring their own norms and did not comply with the present norms existed in the society at that
particular time. This kind of disparity in the society created an imbalance in the present and new
norms which had been named as ‘anomie’.
Anomie means normlessness, lack of societal norms that spurs the tendency to act in a deviant
manner.2 In simpler manner, the theory given by Durkheim can be summarised as because of the
industrialisation in the American society, there comes immigration as a very faster rate which
brings their own set of norms and created imbalance between the modern society and the society
existed prior to industrialisation. Therefore, tendency of the individuals to commit crime also
increased while in search of a stable environment. The theory of Durkheim not just talks about
social origins of crime but it also discussed about the punishments and laws for the same.
For discussing Durkheim’s Theory of Anomie, it is necessary to discuss understand about the
theory of origin of law and punishment. In this regards he said that “the law as a concrete and
objective indicator of morality… the law is restitution rather than simply repressive.”3 In this
reference it can be said that law has borne out of the collective will and conscience of the society.
The element of crime directly affect the conscience of the society because of which punishment
for the offences was lesser rather focused on restoring the core value of the society.

Stephanie Thiel, Global Anomie and India: A conceptual Approach, Indian Journal of Asian Affairs, Vol. 24, No.
½ (June-December 2001), pp. 17-34.
3 Smith (2008) Durkheim and Criminology: Reconstructing the Legacy. Australian & New Zealand Journal of
Criminology (Australian Academic Press), 41(3), 333-344. doi:10.1375/acri.41.3.333.
2
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Coming on to the discussion of origin of crime, it all started from the time when concept
industrialisation came into force as discussed earlier. After this, there was a complete transit from
an industrialised society to modern society which also brings division of labor. This division of
labor was considered as the basis of crime and deviance in the society. As the population in the
society increased, there was a hike in the needs and demands of people which ultimately led to
deviance among them.
There was a survey undertaken by Durkheim in this regards and as a result of which he found out
that those individuals who are living single or protestant had higher chances of committing suicide
than Jews and Catholics specifically. In a simpler manner it can be very well concluded that those
individuals, who had lost the collective conscience of the society, have higher tendency of
committing suicide than others in the society.4 The chances of committing suicide of an individual
who is bounds by the societal norms were rare and least fatalistic and also uncommon among
individuals. In conclusion to this survey undertaken by him he said that prevention and generation
of crime or deviance can be constituted to social cohesion, solidarity among groups and norms
which are held by collective groups in the society.
In this modern era society comprises of various social institutions which are considered as the base
of society.5 The primary focus of such institutions is to take care of basic needs of the society,
mobilisation and distribution of resources among individuals so that collective goal can be
achieved and also social ruling norms to safeguard the compliance of its members. Then what has
led to growth of anomie in such kind of system? It was said that such kind of situation arises only
when there is a burden or dominance of economy over these social institutions. The effect of such
overcome results into lack of control by these social institutions, which had anomie oriented goals,
the rate of crime will increase in the society.
With an increase in levels of inequality in the society caused by global competitions, community
privatisation of assets, we are facing a growing influence of economic values, achieving of status
symbol and creation of practices for achieving these goals through shortcuts.6

id.
Messner, Steven F. and Richard Rosenfeld (1997). Crime and the American Dream. 2nd ed. Belmont, CA;
Wadsworth Publishing, p. 65
6 Stephanie Thiel, Global Anomie and India: A conceptual Approach, Indian Journal of Asian Affairs, Vol. 24, No.
½ (June-December 2001), pp. 17-34.
4
5
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Robert Merton, in the year 1938, has carried out his own research in order to find out the
explanation to all types of deviance rather focusing on suicide particularly, as done by Durkheim.
Majorly Merton focused on only two elements present in the society i.e. (i) faiths and belief that
were present holding the society together and (ii) desired ways accepted by the social institutions
for achieving ends.

EVOLUTION OF ANOMIE IN INDIA
India being a diverse country is a host of many societal problem. Social problems which were
prevailing since the beginning has started worsening and new ones are coming in existence. With
an anomie perspective, these problem does not have similarity yet there are in existence in India
together. Different sectors have different problems like economic sectors are facing increase in
level of corruption, corporate sectors are facing corporate frauds in the form of scams and in
societal sectors there exist a lot of tensions and violence. According to some data it was said that
the rate of suicide is more in young generations or farmers.7 The acts like dowry, murder, rape,
bride-burning, female foeticide etc. are rising day by day.
With the evolution of industrialisation in India, the entrepreneurs throughout world got the
opportunity in invest in such an economy like India. These opportunities was taken the form of
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). The competition in the market was also increasing with an
increase in the rate of investment and no of competitors. These new opportunity have created so
much of incentives for the people but at the same time it has created elements supporting anomie.
The effect on individuals residing in such society were also affected, they were indulging unwanted
practices like fraud, bribery, corruption, etc. for attaining material wealth in society. In corporate
world, due to rise in competition, the no of competitors was also increased and these competitors
were indulging into anti-competitive practices in order to avoid any loss. This also led to the rise
in rates of corruptions in such a way that non-competitors were benefitted instead of competitors
through contracts.
Even the political sector also faced anomie where corrupt practices are prevailing nowadays. So
many politician in India either facing punishment or alleged to have committed some crime. Very

Gururaj, G., M.K. Isaac, D.K. Subbakrishna & R. Ranjani factors for completed suicides : a case-control study from
India. Injury Control and Safety Promotion.
7
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recent example of such crime are 2G scam and mining scam. There was an increased in the rate
of suicide among individual twofold. Most of the individuals who has committed suicide were
farmers, who were suffering from higher rate of cultivation or reduction in production or presence
of dominant players in the agriculture market. The number of farmers who has committed suicide
is rising at a very high rate. The role which anomie played in such kind of criminal acts was that a
person when lost hopes and aspiration does such acts, the reason behind such lost hopes was
growth of liberalisation.8
The sign of anomie can also be seen in crimes related to women. In India, since many years the
population of girls are decreasing as compared to boys this gap might of crores in coming years.
The mind set of people in society is such that not having a girl means no expenses for marriage,
no dowry and no need to spend money on paraya dhan. The cases of abortion and female foeticide
can be seen majorly in upper or elite strata of society due to their affordability, they can easily
spend on ultrasound and other services which a poor cannot afford. This sign of anomie can be
taken as a “Moral Maze of the Middle Class”.9

CASE STUDIES
HONOUR KILLING
As per the theory of anomie theory given by Durkheim, its application can be seen in acts such as
Honour killing also. In Honour Killing, there exist a set of certain rules and regulations and there
is non-conformity of such rules. Any change in the society leads to a period of comatose where
there is a need to transform in order to adapt to that change. With regard to Honour Killing
though, the society lives within a system of set rules and regulations. Any measure of noncompliance with these set rules leads to a threat to the social institutions since they might crumple
as a result of the deviance. This leads to an anomie state i.e. a sort of identity crisis where the
society is in the process of adapting to the said change. During this process, there is an increase in
the number of crimes. This is only one hypothesis, there is another which considers honour killing

Mohanty, B. B. (2005). 'We are like the Living Dead': Farmer suicides in Maharashtra, Western India. Journal of
Peasant Studies, Vol. 32(2): 243-276. P. 247.
9 Stephanie Thiel, Global Anomie and India: A conceptual Approach, Indian Journal of Asian Affairs, Vol. 24, No.
½ (June-December 2001), pp. 17-34.
8
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as a dogmatic norm. It is a tool used by the conservative society in order to retaliate to the want
of change from the old, outdated traditions and customs.
Anomie is a state of confusion between the clash of culture with an institution. There is no clarity
between the ends that a society wishes to achieve and the means to achieve the same. In such a
state of anarchy of institutions and popular want and desire, delinquency is not hard to miss.
Anomie is a result of conflict. Such conflict arises when there is a group which has different needs
than what the culture has to offer. Therefore, it can be said that the interplay of social, legal and
cultural norms creates a conflict which is technically called anomie. This as a consequence leads to
disorganization of social structure where more and more people have diversified needs. These
needs have to be dominant on the social institution. If they are not so, that will lead to suppression
of wants and the prevalence of norms. However, stubbornness of individual or group needs in
contrast with the societal structure leads to Anomie.
FARMERS SUICIDE
In the areas nearby Bidar in Karnataka, there was a research carried out with regards to the
application of this theory of Durkheim. As discussed before in preceding section, it was found out
that people of these group are more prone to committing suicide because of fluctuation in their
income over the years. This fluctuation was because of many reasons such as deprivation of funds,
raw material, tools use for agriculture etc. Due to such changes there was major depression and
propensity as laid down by Durkheim.

CONCLUSION
So far in India, there seems no silver lining but still despite being on a development road, there is
a hope that things might change and such problem can be eradicated. The society have developed
strategies or we can say that rules that will ultimately help in removing anomie from it. Evolution
of civil society networks made it possible to for an individual access to information and
transparency in system. All the recent scam has been opened for investigation due to an increase
in public anger.

CORPUS JURIS|10
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Having such kind of system where there is no anomaly and less corrupt practices are happening
will definitely have positive influence in the society such as reduction in poverty, inequality, etc.
Moreover, the erosive character of market in the mind of people of country can also be changed
better way. Having or earning more money would not only lead to spend much on dowry,
ultrasound or abortion service rather those people who are well off can spend on providing
education to their children.
The criminal justice system in India is also trying to avoid such crime and deviance from the society
through their policies followed by their perfect implementation and also administrative
mechanisms. Taking a view from the work of Karl Marx book on Division on labor, it has become
important to provide equitable opportunities and means to the people and this a well sustained life
can be achieved. The problem of discrimination among those who are well off or upper class and
lower class needs to be addressed seriously and measure have be taken as soon as possible. In the
words of Durkheim, the criminal justice system is focusing and trying to strive means for removing
anomie in society caused by the biased environment.
Nowadays, growing in the number of Human Right groups, social activities are only dealing such
kinds anomie in the society. They only focus to tackle such societal hazards with different angles
and they are providing with solutions for restricting or stopping anomalies in the society.
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BCCI AND THE PUBLIC FUNCTION TEST UNDER
ARTICLE 12 OF THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION
-KRITI BHALLA10

ABSTRACT
In today’s date, with sports being globalised, legal regulation is being focused upon sports
federations, which govern the various national and international sports. These federations are
powerful, autonomous and independent agencies with their own rules and regulations, which have
a profound effect on sportsmen and sportswomen. The two governing agencies for cricket in India
are the ‘International Cricket Council’ (ICC) that regulates international cricket and the ‘Board of
Control of Cricket in India’ (BCCI) that looks into the management of the affairs of cricket within
India.11
This research paper deals in depth with the Board of Control of Cricket in India and whether the
public function test is fulfilled by it. A close analysis has been conducted of the BCCI, its functions
and its role as a public authority.

INTRODUCTION
The game of cricket found its origin in England in the 1300s and gained popularity and acceptance
in India during the British rule. The game permitted socialisation of the common man with the
aristocracy, hence its immense popularity. The ‘Imperial Cricket Conference’, which was the ICC
earlier was established in the year 1909. The Indian cricket team found entry into the ICC and
eventually into international cricket as well. The elite class helped in the establishment of the BCCI.
This federation operated as an unregistered association initially, but got registered in 1940, under
the ‘Societies Registration Act of 1860’.12

Student, B.A. LL.B, Amity Law School, Noida.
Status of BCCI as Instrumentality of State under Article 12 of the Indian Constitution, available at:
http://www.commonlii.org/in/journals/NALSARLawRw/2013/6.pdf(last visited on October 5, 2017).
12Ibid.
10

11Legal
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The liberalisation policies in 1991 of the Narasimha Rao government led to major breakthroughs
for the game of cricket in India. This led to ‘Doordarshan’ losing its monopoly in the telecast of
the sports paving the way for channels such as Zee Sports, and ESPN to telecast sports on a global
scale. 13
‘English Premier League’ of football inspired the creation of the ‘Indian Premier League’ (IPL) by
Lalit Modi in 2008.14 It was launched to popularise the sport of cricket once again, which people
had lost interest in, as a result of the dismal performance of the Indian cricket team in the World
Cup of 2007. The IPL is a combination of the two things loved by the Indian masses, Bollywood
and cricket.15
The game of cricket is a phenomenon, a religion and a craze in India. It occupies a very important
position in the lives of all Indians. The major success of the ‘Indian Premier League’ has been that
it has made the sport internationally popular, and also taken it to small towns as well.
The IPL enabled non-western nations, especially India, to be seen as a sports giant across the
world. This shift in dynamics has led to the control of the game moving from the ICC to the
BCCI. The extremely powerful BCCI controls cricket in India, with least accountability towards
the public and its players.16
Indian cricket has recently been plagued with issues like match-fixing and betting. The huge
money-making IPL, has led to corruption even amongst the BCCI officials. Tax exemptions from
the government are enjoyed by the BCCI, as also are lower rental rates given to them for hiring of
stadiums. These privileges have an adverse effect on the subsidies that should be provided to the
poor. The social justice principles listed in our Constitution, are thus violated and highly
compromised.17

13M.

K. Raghavendra, “Paan Singh Tomar - the Nation and the Sportsperson”. Economic and Political Weekly 20-22
(2017).
14ShakyaMitra, “The IPL: India’s Foray into World’s Sports Business”. Sport in Society 1314-1333 (2010).
15VikramBedi, “India Cricket as Synecdoche for Our Times”. Economic and Political Weekly 2520-2522(2006).
16Amit Gupta, “The Globalization of Sports, the Rise of Non-Western Nations, and the Impact on International
Sporting Events”The International Journal of the History of Sports 1779- 1780 (2009).
17P. Sainath, “How to feed your billionaires”. The Hindu 17 April 2010.
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Political interference too has led to the corruption of this much loved sport. The BCCI has the
economic worth equivalent to that of a small country. This is due to the economic and political
globalisation of cricket. Transparency in administrative affairs and a comprehensive legislation
within the BCCI, have today become a necessity.18
In order to maintain ‘fairness and good faith’ in the exercise of the functions of BCCI, the agency
is subject to review under ‘Articles 32 and 226’.19 The courts’ supervisory jurisdiction is in place to
ensure that private entities do not misuse their power and do not act in an unreasonable, arbitrary
or unfair manner.
The BCCI is one such private entity that is the authority that regulates the sport of cricket . Its
‘Memorandum of Association’ states its objectives i.e., “to control cricket and find effective
solutions for the problems arising and pass decisions regarding any issue referred to it by any State
Association or other Association”.20 “This is done in order to promote the game, to formulate
laws on cricket, to select the teams to represent the country in Test Matches and to appoint the
country’s representatives to the ‘International Cricket Council’ and such other bodies.”21
The legal status which BCCI enjoys today, despite being a private entity has been given to it by the
Supreme Court in the case of ‘Zee Telefilms vs. Union of India’.22This judgment has led to the
BCCI always escaping public scrutiny, despite it performing ‘public function’ at a large scale. The
cricket board’s activities, financial transactions and accountability has remained unchecked. The
argument of it being a ‘private body’ has favoured it’s resistance against scrutiny and audit of its
financial accounts. This judgement discussed public functions discharged by BCCI and it was
stated by the Minority Bench that an entity performing ‘public functions’ would be an authority
under ‘Article 12’. BCCI has a final say in the decision making, selection and disqualification of
players, umpires and others linked with the game touching their ‘right to freedom of speech and
occupation’.23 It formulates the law on a subject which is a state function in ‘Entry 33, List-III of
the Seventh Schedule’.
18Supra
9Ajay

note 1 at 1.¸
Jadeja v Union of India 95 (2002) DLT 14, 2002 (61) DRJ 639.

20Sports

Policy
in
India,
Analysis
with
Reference
to
Sports
Law,
available
http://www.academia.edu/16591582/Research_Paper_on_Sports_Law(last visited on October 5, 2017).
21Ibid.
22(2005) 4 SCC 649.
23Ibid.

at:
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The rules and regulations in exercise have been framed by the BCCI under the ‘Memorandum of
Association’. Powers and duties of the BCCI are referred in ‘Rule 9’. This includes arranging,
controlling and managing visits of foreign cricket teams to India and visits of Indian teams to other
countries. In addition to this, it also includes making any alteration, amendment or addition to the
laws of Cricket whenever necessary, to take disciplinary action against a player or a Member of
Board, etc. “The Rule 9 was held in ‘Secretary, Ministry of Information & Broadcasting,
Government of India and Others vs. Cricket association of Bengal and Others’ that cricket
involved the rights of the telecaster and of the viewers as well”. The right to telecast cricket will also
include the right to inform the current and the future cricketers interested in the sport and also to
educate the lovers of the sport. It is the only organisation which controls the broadcasting rights,
which also include the rights of the spectators to watch cricket matches on television and other
forms of media.
It exercises functions like distribution of prize money, selection and disqualification of the players
of the sport, awarding of franchises, advertisements and endorsements etc. BCCI enjoys complete
monopoly power. According to the opinion of the Minority Bench, performance of a ‘public
function’ would be to permit a body to function as an authority under ‘Article 12’ subjecting it
to fundamental rights.24
The policies of BCCI were also under the scrutiny of the ‘Competition Commission of India’ due
to the position arrived by BCCI and the Apex Court which led to the BCCI being put at an equal
status with that of any other private entity to which the ‘Competition Act, 2002’ applies. The
‘Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Commission’, which has now been abolished started
an enquiry against BCCI on the ground that it engaged in unfair trade practices due to its refusal
to share infrastructure like cricket grounds with other parties who were interested and also refusal
for considering those players who had opted for the Indian Cricket League.
This was not a surprising development as the BCCI had stated before the Apex Court of India
that there was no existence of any law which prohibited the establishment of any other parallel
organisation. Hence, it curbed the way for the application of competition laws on itself.25

24RamanaDayaram

Shetty v. International Airport Authority (1979) 4 SCC 499.
Legal Status of BCCI: Unwarranted Ad-Hocism, Constitutional Hurdles and the Pressing Need for a Cricket
Legislation,available at:
25The
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The position taken by the BCCI has been criticized as being self-defeating. This paper analyses the
important repercussions of the position that the BCCI is still a ‘non-State entity’ even though the
‘Union of India’ considers it a ‘State actor’ and it does so by taking it from the judgement of the
Supreme Court in the case of Zee Telefilms.26
The hypothesis of this paper is that the BCCI or any other entity which regulates and promotes
cricket in India ought to be a State. It’s an objective that can be achieved by enacting a legislation
which provides for the establishment of such a body and also elucidates its powers and functions,
by the Indian Government.27
The BCCI falls under ‘State’ as they are ‘other authority’ under‘Article 12’. Once it is a
‘statutory body’, it naturally falls within the ambit of Article 12 and hence it also becomes subject
to Article 32 in case of infringement of the ‘fundamental rights’ enshrined in ‘Part III of the
Constitution and Article 226’ which deals with judicial review. The organisations or statutory
bodies are under an obligation to act reasonably and fairly under the ambit of ‘Article 14’.The
BCCI is the only body in India that regulates cricket in the country.
The reasons why BCCI must be a State can also be applied to any other organisation or statutory
body or entity that the Indian Government desires to establish or recognise by any legislation.28
The sport of cricket includes several activities which are very similar to State activity such as the
right of public to attend and watch cricket matches by entering into stadiums and subjecting the
general public to the laws of public nuisance and the ‘ICC Anti-Racism Code’, subject the players
to their own standards of fitness, discipline and competence.29

http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/D67775F1-C322-48CE-978F9C0DB93F0EDD.pdf(last visited on October 6, 2017).
26Ibid.
27Ibid.
28The Legal Status of BCCI: Unwarranted Ad-Hocism, Constitutional Hurdles and the Pressing Need for a Cricket
Legislation,available
at:http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/D67775F1-C322-48CE-978F9C0DB93F0EDD.pdf(last visited on October 6, 2017).
29Anti-Racism
Code for Players and Player Support Personnel, availableat:
http://static.icccricket.com/ugc/documents/DOC_988F9785FD768E4902737F0ACA2E856B_1352699851059_585.pdf(last
visited on October 6, 2017).
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The BCCI has regulations in respect of doping and has banned the use of substances which
enhance the performance of the player. It also imposes restrictions on players while they are
addressing the media. It controls the rights of spectators to view the sport of cricket on television
and any other forms of media . There is also a provision of security of players. There have been
terror threats to high profile cricketers and tournaments. The BCCI also provides for the security
of the spectators of the game against stampedes, riots, terror attacks and natural disasters such as
fire. It controls and manages the infrastructure related to the cricket match such as the stadium
and its seating. It also regulates ancillary services like distribution of prize money, awarding of
television contracts, endorsements, public relations and team franchises.30
All these activities contain traces of public function. Hence, the BCCI exclusively controls the
game of cricket in India, formulates its own policy and ensures its implementation. It has assumed
the unbridled right to control and regulate the sport. It also manages the careers of all those
persons who are linked to the sport at various levels. Since, it is not a ‘State’, it is not under an
obligation to act in a fair and reasonable manner under ‘Article 14’ . Thus, there is an urgent need
for legislative correction.31

ARTICLE 12
‘Article 12’ of the Constitution gives an exhaustive definition to the expression ‘State’.‘Article 12’ is
significant because it is enshrined in ‘Part III of the Constitution’ which contains fundamental
rights.32 Article 13(2) prohibits the “State” from enacting laws, that leads to infringement of
fundamental rights. The listing of “State” under ‘Article 12’ is for implementation of the provisions
contained in Part III.
Hence, a claim can be made against the State and not against bodies, for the implementation of
fundamental rights. “Even when ‘body of persons’ does not come under the definition of ‘State’
under ‘Article 12;’ then a ‘writ petition under Article 226’ can lie against it either on constitutional
grounds or on the ground of contravention of any provision of the Indian Constitution outside

30The

Legal Status of BCCI: Unwarranted Ad-Hocism, Constitutional Hurdles and the Pressing Need for a Cricket
Legislation, available at: http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/D67775F1-C322-48CE-978F9C0DB93F0EDD.pdf(last visited on October 6, 2017).
31Ibid.
32V.N Shukla, Constitution of India 26 (Eastern Book Company, 12thedn., 2013).
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the scope of Part III”. 33For example, when a body has to perform a public functions or where its
activities receive the support of the State and its public officials.
“Under the purport of ‘Article 12’ of the Indian Constitution, the term “State” includes the Central
Government and the State Governments, the Parliament of India and the State Legislatures, all
local authorities and other authorities within the territory of India or which are under the control
of the Central Government”. 34
‘Article 12’ covers a definition which is wider in scope and perspective, to bring under its ambit
all authorities under the Government. “The philosophy enshrined in the Preamble , defines India
as: sovereign, socialist, secular, democratic republic which mandates the State to perform multidimensional socio-economic functions inspired from Part IV of the Constitution.”35 State is
empowered to enter into several domains carrying on operations , to ensure attainment of the
goal of welfare state.
It can be said with full conviction that, the definition of ‘State’ as contained in ‘Article 12’will also
include local authorities such as municipal corporations besides the Executive and Legislative
organs of the Union and the States, and other authorities which perform ‘public functions’ . The
concept of “State Action” has been given a broader meaning to bring under its ambit, the acts
done by bodies or persons exercising statutory powers36 acts supported by the State , with or
without legislative authority or in abuse of such power . 37
The Apex Court has examined “tests” for understanding the meaning of “State”. In ‘Ajay Hasia
v. Khalid Mujib Sehravardi’38 the Constitution Bench based upon the test stated in ‘R.D. Shetty
v. International Airport Authority of India’.39 The test which was followed was as follows:

33Ibid.
34Article

12: Defining the term ‘State’ (Part III of the Constitution of India, 1950),available at:
https://poseidon01.ssrn.com/delivery.php?ID=041119083000022095100031103064097125102042084047074020
08903009408806911512302601707800002901302911000703706602707907109908712611905904807508212208809011
506601706611807006100008212706911210003012102900106502411811509802400207801509510201910307900510310
3&EXT=pdf(last visited on October 9, 2017).
35Ibid.
36Som Prakash Rekhi v. Union of India, AIR 1981 SC 212.
37Blum v. Yaresky (1982) 457 U.S. 991.
38AIR 1981 SC 487.
39AIR 1979 SC 1628.
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1. “If the entire share capital of the body is held by the government, it indicates that the body
is an instrumentality of the government.
2. Where the financial assistance given by the government is so abundant, so as to meet the
entire expenditure of the body, it indicates that the body is impregnated with governmental
character.
3. If the body enjoys monopoly status which has been conferred by the State or protected by
the State, it indicates the fact that the body is within the periphery of Article 12.
4. Existence of deep and pervasive control of the government, indicates that the body is State
instrumentality”.40
If the functions performed by the body are public in nature, and are closely linked to governmental
functions.41In ‘Pradeep Biswas v. Indian Institute of Chemical Biology‘42, the following test
for the determination of “State” was laid down:
1. “The test formulated in the case of Ajay Hasia v. Khalid Mujib Sehravardi is not rigid
in principle and doesn’t need to be complied with in all cases without exception.
2. All cases are to be determined in accordance with their respective facts, that is to see,
whether or not, a body is financially and functionally dominated by the government.
3. The control should be deep and pervasive.
4.

If the control is only regulatory, then the body cannot be termed as a State.43

The Supreme Court in ‘G. Bassi Reddy v. International Crops Research Institute’44held that,
the ‘International Crops Research Institute (ICRI)’ is not a State under the meaning of ‘Article 12’
, as it has been set up as a non-profit research entity to help developing countries to eradicate rural
poverty. ICRI was neither established nor controlled by the government, and so it is not under
the purport of Article 12.45

40Ibid.

41Supra

note 22 at 7.
5 SCC 111.
43Supra note 22 at 7.
44AIR 2003 SC 1764.
45Article 12: Defining the term ‘State’ (Part III of the Constitution of India, 1950),available at:
https://poseidon01.ssrn.com/delivery.php?ID=041119083000022095100031103064097125102042084047074020
08903009408806911512302601707800002901302911000703706602707907109908712611905904807508212208809011
506601706611807006100008212706911210003012102900106502411811509802400207801509510201910307900510310
3&EXT=pdf(last visited on October 9, 2017).
42(2002)
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In ‘Zee Telefilms Ltd. v. Union of India’,46 deliberating upon the term ‘other authorities’ in
‘Article 12’, the Supreme Court held that the following bodies shall fall under “other
authorities”, in Article 12 :
1. “Corporations and Societies created by the State for carrying out trading activities, where
the capital, infrastructure, initial investment and financial aid are provided by the State.
2. Bodies created for or carrying out, work related to research and development, which are
in the periphery of governmental functions.
3. A private body discharging a public duty or /and is carrying out activities which are
otherwise in the nature of the job of the government.”47
The court held that, in case of hybrid bodies, the relevant factors qua the determination of State,
shall be as follows:
1. “When a body acts as a public authority which has a duty to perform which is public in
nature,
2. When it is duty-bound to protect human rights.
3. When it regulates a profession, which is a fundamental right under the Indian Constitution.
4. When it regulates the right of a citizen as contained in ‘Article 19(1) (a’) available to the
general public, viewers of cricket specifically.
5. When it exercises de facto or de jure monopoly.
6. When a body has to perform a positive obligation of public nature.” 48
In the case aforementioned, the Supreme Court held that ‘Board of Control for Cricket in India’
is not a ‘State ‘under ‘Article 12’ as the governmental control exercised by was merely regulatory
and there was no deep and pervasive control. The court stated with full conviction that, “if a
private body discharges functions which are State functions , which are not prohibited under
any law, then such a private body can be considered as an instrumentality of the State”. 49
The Supreme Court in ‘Board of Control for Cricket in India v. Cricket Association of

46AIR

2005 SC 2677: (2005) 4 SCC 649.
note 22 at 7.
48Id. at 9.
49Ibid.
47Supra
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Bihar’50 held that, “BCCI is amenable to the writ jurisdiction of Article 226 , even though , it is
not a “State” within the ambit of Article 12, for BCCI is neither created by a statute, nor any
financial assistance is given to the BCCI by the Government”.51 The rationale behind arriving at
this decision, was the fact that there is deep and pervasive control of BCCI over the sport of
cricket. Hence, it enjoys a monopoly status in the country. BCCI frames rules and regulations
covering all aspects of cricket. It enjoys the power of selecting not only the members of the Indian
cricket team, but also their umpires and coaches. It has the power of disqualifying players. It
spends abundant amount of money in maintaining, building and developing infrastructure related
to cricket like stadiums , cricket academies and State sports associations. BCCI is bestowed with a
major responsibility regulate cricket in India by virtue of the ‘Doctrine of Good Faith’. This
responsibility is of great public importance. Even though BCCI is a private organisation registered
under the ‘Tamil Nadu Registration of Societies Act’, 1975 it is still amenable to the writ
jurisdiction under Article 226, irrespective of the fact that it is not financially
and functionally dominated by the Government.52
Local Authorities
‘Section 3(31) of the General Clauses Act, 1897’ defines the term ‘local authority’ as follows:
“Local authority shall mean a municipal committee, district board, body of port commissioners or
other authority legally entitled to, or entrusted by the government with the control or management
of a municipal or local fund.” 53
In ‘Municipal Corporation of Delhi v. Birla Cotton, Spinning & Weaving Mills Delhi’54,
Hidayatullah, J. explained some of the features of local bodies, and held as follows:
“Local authorities are subservient branches of governmental activity. They are democratic

50(2015)

3 SCC 251.

51Ibid.
52Article

12: Defining the term ‘State’ (Part III of the Constitution of India, 1950),available at:
https://poseidon01.ssrn.com/delivery.php?ID=041119083000022095100031103064097125102042084047074020
08903009408806911512302601707800002901302911000703706602707907109908712611905904807508212208809011
506601706611807006100008212706911210003012102900106502411811509802400207801509510201910307900510310
3&EXT=pdf(last visited on October 9, 2017).
53Ibid.
54AIR 1968 SC 1232.
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institutions governed by the representatives of the people. They operate for public reasons and
take away a part of the government affairs in the local areas. They are political sub-divisions and
agencies which perform a part of State functions. As they are intended to carry on the functions
local self-government, the power of imposing taxes is a necessary addition to their other powers.
They are subject to the supervision of the Government.” 55
The Apex Court of India held in the case of ‘Union of India v. RC Jain’56 that if a body is to be
characterised as an authority within the meaning of ‘local authority’, it should have the following
attributes:
(i)

“it must have separate legal existence like a corporate body

(ii)

it must not be a mere government body but must be an independent entity, legally which
is functioning in a specific area and is wholly or partly, directly or indirectly, elected by the
residents of the area

(iii)

it must enjoy a certain degree of autonomy either complete or partial, which must be
entrusted to it by a statute

(iv)

such a body must have the power to raise funds for further carrying out its activities and
attainment of its goals by levying taxes, rates, charges or fees.”57

Taking into account, the above laid test, the Supreme Court in this case held that, Delhi
Development Authority, which is a statutory body, is also a local authority under Article 12 as it
was constituted for the purpose of development of the city of Delhi in accordance with the plans
laid out by the government and this inherently is a municipal function.58
The term “local authorities” includes within its ambit - Panchayats, Municipalities, District Boards,
Mining Settlement Boards, Port Trusts and Improvement Trusts.59
In the case of ‘Electricity Board, Rajasthan v. Mohan Lal’60, the Apex Court of India,
specifically declared that the term ‘other authorities’ includes within its ambit, all authorities
55Supra

note 22 at 7.
1981 SC 951.
57Supra note 22 at 7.
58Ibid.
59State of Gujarat v. ShantilalMangaldas, AIR 1969 SC 634.
60AIR 1967 SC 1857.
56AIR
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created by the Indian Constitution or any statute.61
In the case of ‘Dr. Dinesh Kumar v. Motilal Nehru Medical College’62, it was held that every
municipal corporation is a ‘local authority’ and hence, the term “State” within the meaning of
‘Article 12’ of the Indian Constitution will include within it the medical colleges which are run by
various municipal corporations. In a series of judgments in the cases of ‘Ajit Singh v. State of
Punjab’63, ‘State of Gujarat v. ShantilalMangaldas’64, ‘J. Hiralal v. Bangalore
Municipality’65,the Court construed municipal committees, port trusts and village panchayats as
being the units of local self-government. It was held that they are falling under the term
‘State’ within the meaning of ‘Article 12’ of the Indian Constitution.66
In the case of ‘Calcutta State Transport Corporation v. Commissioner of Income Tax, West
Bengal’67, the Supreme Court refused to classify the aforementioned corporation as a ‘local
authority’ stating that just because a corporation provides road transport services that would not
bring it within the scope of Article 12 of the Constitution due to the fact that it doesn't have
the element of popular representation. Also, the functions of the subject corporation bear no
relation to the powers and functions of a municipal committee and the nature of the
aforementioned corporation being trading, the corporation is not within the purview of Article
12.68
In ‘Indian Banks’ Association, Bombay v. Devkala Consultancy Service‘69, the Apex Court
held that ‘Indian Banks Association’ and the banks which are established under the various Acts
or are nationalised under the ‘Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings)
Acts’, 1970 and 1980 are “State” within the purport of ‘Article 12’. 70

61Supra

note 22 at 7.
1985 SC 1415.
63AIR 1967 SC 856.
64AIR 1969 SC 634.
65AIR 1982 Kant. 137.
66Supra note 7 at 22.
67AIR 1996 SC 1316.
68Article 12: Defining the term ‘State’ (Part III of the Constitution of India, 1950),available at:
https://poseidon01.ssrn.com/delivery.php?ID=041119083000022095100031103064097125102042084047074020
08903009408806911512302601707800002901302911000703706602707907109908712611905904807508212208809011
506601706611807006100008212706911210003012102900106502411811509802400207801509510201910307900510310
3&EXT=pdf(last visited on October 9, 2017).
69AIR 2004 SC 2615.
70Ibid.
62AIR
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It is important to note that, once a body is classified as an authority under Article 12 of the
Constitution of India, 1950, following significant incidents follow:
1. The body becomes subject to the fundamental rights, as enshrined in Part III of the Indian
Constitution
2. The body becomes subject to administrative law
3. The body becomes amenable to the writ jurisdiction of the Apex Court under Article 32,
and that of the High Court under Article 226.”71
Statutory Bodies
There are few judgements of extreme importance to discuss upon the issue of statutory bodies
under Article 12 . These cases are:
‘Sukhdev v. Bhagatram’,72 in this case it was held that ‘Finance Commission’, ‘Life Insurance
Corporation’ and the ‘Oil and Natural Gas Commission’ are statutory bodies within the ambit of
Article 12 .

In the case of ‘R.D. Shetty v. International Airport Authority of India’73 , it was held that
‘International Airport Authority’ of India is a statutory body under ‘Article 12’ of the Indian
Constitution .
‘Som Prakash Rekhi v. Union of India’ 74, in this case it was held that in determining whether
a body corporate is a “State” or not does not depend on the origin of such body corporate in a
statutory sense of the term, but on the basis of “functional aspects” of such a body corporate.
Hence, it was held that the test is that of “brooding presence of the State behind the operations
of the body, whether statutory or not”75
In ‘Madhya Pradesh Cooperative Dairy Federation Limited v. Rajnesh Kumar Jamindar

71Supra

note 61 at 13.
1975 SC 1331.
73AIR 1979 SC 1628.
74AIR 1981 SC 212.
75Supra note 22 at 7.
72AIR
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& Others’,76 the question that arose for determination before the court was, whether ‘Madhya
Pradesh State Cooperative Dairy Federation Limited’ was a “State” within the purport of ‘Article
12’ of the Indian Constitution. It was held that whether ‘Madhya Pradesh State Cooperative Dairy
Federation Limited’ was a “State” within the meaning of ‘Article 12’ can be determined through
the application of the test of “administrative, financial and functional control”. The court
iterated that the federation concerned, in the present case, functions for attaining better economic
development and health of the public in the society in addition to carrying out commercial
activities in the state of Madhya Pradesh.
Therefore, it reinforces to the essence of ‘Article 47’. The court also held that, the federation was
a federal society registered under the ‘Madhya Pradesh Cooperative Societies Act, 1960’. It
monitors as an Apex Body, the functioning of societies established under it besides carrying
out works, in the nature of training and research. The guidelines issued by Madhya Pradesh State
Cooperative Dairy Federation Limited are obligatory on the societies, established under it, due to
the operation of the ‘Madhya Pradesh Cooperative Societies Act, 1960’. The Court reached a
conclusion that by the nature of the operations carried out by the federation, it can be termed as
an instrumentality of the State under Article 12.77
Interestingly, in the case of ‘Dalco Engineering (P) Ltd. v. Satish Prabhakar’78, it was held
that, the terminology: “corporation established by or under a Central, Provincial or State Act”,
as used in several enactments intends to convey a universal meaning. This terminology, makes a
reference to “statutory corporations” as distinct from “non-statutory companies”.79
Observations made by the Supreme Court in the case of, ‘CIWTC v. Brojo Nath Ganguly’80are
of great importance and cannot be lost track of. The Apex Court of India held as follows:
“If there is an instrumentality or agency of the State which has assumed the garb of a government
company as defined under Section 617 of the Companies Act, it does not follow that it thereby
76(2009)

15 SCC 221.
note 22 at 7.
78(2010) 4 SCC 378.
79Article 12: Defining the term ‘State’ (Part III of the Constitution of India, 1950),available at:
https://poseidon01.ssrn.com/delivery.php?ID=041119083000022095100031103064097125102042084047074020
08903009408806911512302601707800002901302911000703706602707907109908712611905904807508212208809011
506601706611807006100008212706911210003012102900106502411811509802400207801509510201910307900510310
3&EXT=pdf(last visited on October 9, 2017).
80AIR 1986 SC 1571: (1986) 3 SCC 156.
77Supra
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ceases to be an instrumentality or agency of the State. For the purposes of Article 12, one must
necessarily see through the corporate veil to ascertain whether behind that veil is the face of an
instrumentality or agency of the State.” 81

LEGAL STATUS OF BCCI
The question about the legal position of BCCI under Article 12 came up in several cases
like ‘Mohinder Amarnath & others. v BCCI’82and, ‘Rahul Mehra And Anr. v Union Of
India’83 before the Delhi High Court. The other decisions are given by the Supreme Court
in ‘BCCI v Netaji Cricket Club and Ors’84., ‘Zee Telefilms Ltd & Anr. v. Union India &
Ors’ 85 and ‘A.C. Muthiah v BCCI’& Anr.86In Mohinder Amarnath’s case it was held that BCCI
was not an instrumentality of State whereas in Ajay Jadeja’s case the writ petition against BCCI
was held to be maintainable. But the decision in Ajay Jadeja’s case87 was not held as a precedent
subsequent to the Rahul Mehra Case where it was held that writ petition against BCCI is
maintainable although the Court refused to take any stand regarding the fact whether BCCI is an
instrumentality of the State or not. 88
Subsequently, the Supreme Court in Netaji’s Case upheld the monopoly status of BCCI and held
that having regard to the enormous powers exercised by it, it is mandatory for the Board to follow
the doctrine of fairness an good faith in all its activities. It was also held that having regard to the
fact that it has to fulfil the hopes and aspirations of many people, it has a duty and responsibility
to act reasonably and it cannot act capriciously, arbitrarily or whimsically. Since the Board
regulates the sport of cricket, its acts are needed to be viewed and judged by very high standards.89
In Zee Telefilms case, the Supreme Court comprehensively discussed about the status of BCCI as
an instrumentality of State under Article 12. The Court applied the test in ‘Pradeep Kumar

81Id.at

15.

82CW.NO.632/89.
83(2005)

4 Comp. LJ 268 Del, 114 (2004) DLT 323.
4 SCC 741.
85Supra note 34 at 9.
86(2011) 6 SCC 617.
87Supra note 9 at 2.
88Legal Status of BCCI as Instrumentality of State under Article 12 of the Indian Constitution,availableat:
http://www.commonlii.org/in/journals/NALSARLawRw/2013/6.pdf(visited on October 20, 2017).
89(2005) 4 SCC 741.
84(2005)
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Biswas v. Indian Institute of Chemical Biology’90 and held that as BCCI is not financially and
functionally controlled by the government it could not be held as a State and hence the writ
petition under Article 12 was not maintainable. Later in Muthiah’s Case, the Apex Court reiterated
the decision in Zee Telefilms Case and it was held specifically that BCCI is a private autonomous
body and its actions have to be viewed like any other similar authority or body performing public
functions and public duties. The Court rejected the contention that every entity governing the
fundamental rights under ‘Article 19 (1)’ (g) is a ‘State’ within the purview of Article 12. It was
also held that the functions of the Board are not equal to public functions. After the passing of
this decision, the observations made in Netaji’s Case are no longer good in law.91
The Apex Court has held in Zee Telefilms Case that in cases relating to infringement of
fundamental rights, the petitioner has to establish as a pre-requisite that the Board is a State in
order to invoke Article 32. Unless this is done the petitioner cannot claim that the Board has
violated fundamental rights and it is a State under Article 12 of the Indian Constitution. Thus,
according to the Court it is only in circumstances involving state action that the fundamental rights
can be implemented. In the era of globalisation, this approach of fundamental rights is no longer
applicable since now political and economic power are increasingly being given to private bodies
and authorities.92 In this case, judiciary plays an important role in protecting and promoting the
fundamental rights enshrined under Part III of the Indian Constitution. But as far as
implementation of fundamental rights against non-state or private entities is concerned our
judiciary is confined to a set of narrow doctrines gradually evolved from time to time.93 In the
present scenario, a creative and liberal approach in line with the spirit and fundamental values and
principles of the constitution is the need of the hour.94

PUBLIC FUNCTION TEST
Till now there have been two approaches in which judiciary has responded to the call of
globalisation as far as interpretation of the term ‘other authorities’ under Article 12 is concerned.
90(2002)

5 SCC 111.

91CW.NO.632/89.
92V.N.

Shukla,Constitution of India 20(Eastern Book Company, 10th edn. 2003).
Kumar Biswas v. Indian Institute of Chemical Biology, (2002) 5 SCC 111.
94Sanu Rani Paul, “Need for Horizontal Application of Fundamental Rights in the Era of Globalization‖”Christ Uni.
Law Journal 81-96 (2012).
93Pradeep
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The first approach of the judiciary could be seen in the majority decision in the case of ‘Sukhdev
Singh v. Bhagatram’95while the second perspective is given in Mathew J’s opinion in the very
same case. The first view evolved into the decision in Pradeep Kumar’s Case while the second
view partially lead to the opinion of the minority Bench in the Zee Telefilm’s Case. 96
Mathew J. in his opinion in Sukhdev Singh’s case formulated the ‘Public Functions Test’ as an
essential criterion to figure out the instrumentalities of state falling within the expression of
‘other authorities’ under Article 12 of the Indian Constitution. The Public Functions Test lays
down that when the functions and powers exercised by private bodies or authorities could be
identified in line with state functions, they would become state actors in relation to the public
functions and duties performed by them.97
Subsequently, in the case of ‘M.C. Mehta v. Union of India’98the Apex Court of India was faced
with the question that whether a private body performing essential public functions could be a
State. Bhagwati J., although expressed his opinion to include private authorities under State but left
the matter undecided on the ground of lack of time but in spite of this drawback, this case stands
on an important footing as the Supreme Court observed that the doctrine of State Action which
is applicable in America might also be applicable in India and hence, all the functions of a body
judged as a State, need not be public functions.99
Concerning BCCI, starting from Mohinder Amarnath’s Case, the public functions exercised by
BCCI were put into the limelight. In Ajay Jadeja’s Case, the Delhi High Court held that the
function like selecting a cricket team is a public function and the same has been stated again by
the Apex Court in the Rahul Mehra Case. Subsequently, in Netaji’s Case also the Supreme
Court reiterated this view and imposed upon the BCCI the duty to act reasonably and fairly in the
manner of conducting it’s elections. 100

95Id.at

18.
Status of BCCI as Instrumentality of State under Article 12 of the Indian Constitution,available at:
http://www.commonlii.org/in/journals/NALSARLawRw/2013/6.pdf (Visited on October 20, 2017).
82 Ibid.
83 AIR 1987 SC 1086.
84Supra note 74 at 17.
96Legal

100Id.

at 19.
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Later in the Zee Telefilms Case there has been a detailed discussion and analysis on the public
functions exercised by the BCCI and it has been observed by the Minority Bench that a body or
entity performing public functions and exercising monopoly power would amount to an authority
within the meaning of ‘Article 12’ of the Indian Constitution. BCCI exercises functions like
controlling , monitoring and regulating the sport of cricket. It has a final say on the matters relating
to the selection and disqualification of players, umpires and others connected to the
sport, affecting their right to occupation and freedom of choice.101It formulates the law on
a subject which is essentially a state function in terms of Entry 33 of the Seventh Schedule to the
Constitution102and hence it acquires the status of a monopoly.
It is important to note that with the introduction of IPL as part of the Indian cricket regime, the
powers and role of BCCI have been extended by leaps and bounds. It is the only
authority which monitors the television and broadcasting rights which also includes the rights of
the viewers to witness the cricket match on television and other form of visual media.103

It also has powers related to awarding of franchises, endorsements, distribution of prize money,
selection of players, their disqualification and so on. BCCI hence possesses unlimited monopoly
power. But it is not subject to any effective provisions of law or rules or regulations or control by
the government. It is also not under an obligation to act fairly and reasonably within the ambit of
‘Article 14 of the Indian Constitution’.
According to the Minority Bench , the performance of a public function in the context of the
Constitution would be to allow an entity to perform its functions as an entity under Article 12
which makes it subject to the constitutional discipline of the fundamental rights, which are
enshrined in Part III. The Board has not made any rule to act fairly or reasonably in the case of
disciplinary measures, which is an exception.104

101Ibid.
102Constitution

of India Entry 33 of the Seventh Schedule: “Theatres and dramatic performances; cinemas subject to the provisions
of entry 60 of List I; sports, entertainments and amusements.”
103Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, Government of India and Others v. Cricket Association of Bengal and Others, (1995) 2
SCC 161 at para 75.
104RamanaDayaram Shetty v. International Airport Authority (1979) 3 SCC 499.
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The BCCI was declared as a public authority in the case of ‘Subhash Chandra Agarwal v. PIO
Department of Sports’, where the Central Information Commissioner had asked the BCCI to
disclose relevant information to the applicant of the RTI, which involved challenges as to whether
the National Hockey Team and the Indian Cricket team were satisfied and the Prime Minister
aware of the award money which the players had received on the winning of the Asian Champion
Trophy (Rs. 25000) and the World Cup (Rs. 1 crore which was eventually increased to Rs. 2 crore)
by the BCCI. There is huge disparity in the award money given to the cricket team and the teams
of other sports in India.105
As per the ‘Central Public Information Officer’, the government’s policy states “that all national
sports federations are to be declared as public authorities.” However, there was no response
received regarding the same and BCCI was not disclosing any information as per ‘section 4(1)(b)
of the Right to Information Act.’
Further, it was observed that even though the government does not provide any grants directly to
the BCCI, but like other national sports federations it exercises functions similar to that of a State
in selecting the national team and regulating sports in India. The BCCI enjoys land allocation
privileges by the State Government, concessions in Income Tax and Customs Duty by the Central
Government. Furthermore, it received tax exemption till 30th June 2006 on the grounds of being
a charitable institution. In 2010, the Government had conferred upon all national sports
federations receiving grants of Rs. 10,000 and above the status of a Public Authority.
In 2014, the Justice Mudgal Commission had emphasised the need for an exclusive Act to
criminalise malpractices in sports. The Commission took into consideration the tax exemptions of
crores of rupees for the BCCI along with its ability to represent the country on International

105BCCI
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availableat:http://www.livelaw.in/bcci-public-authority-bound-disclose-information-rti-act-cic-readorder/(visited on October 22, 2017).
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platforms which is a good reflection of the Governments stand to specifically confer the status of
a Public Authority on the BCCI.106
The ‘Lodha committee’ has suggested that rules and regulations, office orders, constitution of
committees has suggested that rules and regulation, office orders, constitution of committees along
with their annual reports, balance sheets, expenditure incurred by various heads, reports of the
ethics officer, ombudsman or electoral officer or auditor should all be mentioned on the BCCI
website to bring about transparency and clarity in the functioning of the BCCI.107
As per’ section 4(1)(b) of the Right to Information Act’, the PMO, the Ministry of Law and the
Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports were asked to answer some questions by the Commission
which were:
1. Why is the Cricket team allowed to sport the BCCI Logo instead of the symbol of the
Union of India?
2. Why the BCCI uses the logo designated in 1928 by the British rulers?
3. Why no action to declare the BCCI as a Public Authority under the Right to Information
Act has been instigated by the Government of India or the Ministry of Youth Affairs?
4. Why is the logo of the BCCI not being changed to an Indian symbol? (Ashoka’s Dharma
Chakra or any other logo which has been decided by the Government)
5. Why is there not a uniform policy to reward International players who win trophies?
6. Why disciplinary action is not taken against malpractices against people who engage in
betting and match fixing and why these practices are not prohibited?

7. What is the action taken pertaining the Bill for prevention of Malpractice?108
SUGGESTIONS
The BCCI is an autonomous body which is governed by its own rules and regulations and does
not get any financial support from the government however still is extremely important due to the
106Ibid.
107Law

Commission Begins Examination of How to Bring BCCI Under RTI Act, available at:
https://thewire.in/98657/lodha-panel-bcci/(visited on October 22, 2017).
108BCCI
A Public Authority, Bound To Disclose Information Under RTI Act, availableat:
http://www.livelaw.in/bcci-public-authority-bound-disclose-information-rti-act-cic-read-order/(visited on
October 22, 2017).
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public duties and functions exercised by it. Due to the state encouraging the game of cricket both
directly and indirectly it gets a "state" like status nevertheless . As quoted by Lord Denning the
stock exchange, jockey club and football association have a "quite as much power as statutory
organisations and can make or mar any man by their decisions ".109 The National Commission in
its review of working of the Constitution must propose an amendment of Article 12 whereby
private non state bodies like BCCI which implement important public functions , quasigovernmental activities and public duties impacting public welfare and have consequences
regarding life come under the ambit of "State ". Moreover, the BCCI rules and regulations need
to be analysed keeping the constitutional provisions in mind and then the BCCI public policy must
be framed.110

CONCLUSION
The game of cricket is not a mere sport in a country of 1.2 billion but has a public sentiment
attached to it due to the manic proportions associated with it so much so that fans often refer to
it as a ‘religion’, and it is hypothesised that the BCCI an objective of representing the country has
assumed a monopoly status and been given the unbridled and unfettered rights to regulate and
control cricket in India and thus affecting the citizens’ rights and their participation in the game.
Holmes stated "a word in the constitution is not crystal clear, transparent and unchanging; in the
more important interpretative parts, the constitutional words are the skins of living thoughts which
change with the times and as society changes.”111The classical liberalism school of thought lays
emphasis on preserving the private sphere against intrusion by the state which forms the basis of
the application of fundamental rights. Liberalised government policies such as disinvestment,
deregulation, privatisation, etc. have broken down the extent of the power of state. A result of
liberalism is that the private sphere can infringe the fundamental rights of people very easily. The
current state of affairs in today's era of globalisation poses a challenge as to whether the autonomy
and freedom of fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitution for the citizens can be
protected. However, widening the scope of the definition of "State" within Article 12 and setting

109Breen

v. Amalgamated Engineering Union (1972) 2 Q.B. 175, 190.
note 90 at 22.
111Arthur Selwyn Miller,Social Change and Fundamental Law: America‘s Evolving Constitution.349 (Greenwood Press, 1979).
110Supra
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constitutional limits for the private sphere has proved to be an effective solution to this problem,
thus doing full justice in realising the aspirations and aims of the makers of the Indian Constitution.
With the advent of internet and it making its way to the hands of all people in today’s generation
of modern technology has increased the awareness of people to such an extent which is
unparalleled and unprecedented. People now want to be at the helm of affairs and the effective
tool of RTI enables people to do just that. The citizens of India in this age of empowerment have
shifted from being ignorant to being informed and are now slowly transgressing to become
fearless. Transparency and accountability have become the cornerstones of modern day democracy
and are now an integral demand of the citizens of India as the society is rapidly progressing. In
this regard petitions are being filed to bring various bodies or authorities discharging public
functions within the ambit of RTI. Two such very recent examples of petitions filed in October
2017 before the Apex Court are:
Petition filed before the Apex Court under the Right to Information Act praying that political
parties should be declared as public authorities. Ashwini Kumar Uphadhyay is a political activist
and advocate who pleaded that, political parties enjoy direct financing and a lot of powers and
thereby should be brought within the purpose of the Right to Information Act, and any party
refusing to share the information that is necessary should be deregistered all together. The Central
Information Commission in 2013 had further noted that political parties are substantially financed
by the Central government and so comes within the purport of the Right to Information Act.
Another petition was filed before the Apex Court for bringing the CBI within the ambit of RTI.
In my considered opinion it is perhaps this reason which further bolsters and strengthens the
argument of bringing the cash rich cricket body BCCI to be brought within the ambit of the Right
to Information act and be declared as a public authority.
Further, to substantiate why BCCI be declared a public authority, we must analyse the test of
whether a private body is "allowed to discharge public duty or positive allegation of a public nature
and is further more allowed to perform regulatory and controlling activities and functions which
otherwise is the job of the government".112 Under Article 12 of the Indian Constitution, in order

112Pradeep
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to be elevated to the status of a "state", the nature of functions performed by the private body are
of utmost importance, irrespective of the functional, financial and administrative control of the
government. Countless such examples are available wherein a body was declared to be ‘state’ and
to cite one such pertinent example is the following, the BIAL (Bangalore International Airport
Limited) has been declared as a "state" by the Division Bench of the Karnataka High Court in its
decision, solely based on the airport activities carried out by it which falls under the category of
public function.113
The Ministry of External Affairs had called off all kinds of communication with Pakistan including
diplomatic and extra-curricular interaction and proposed cricket series with Pakistan post 2008
Mumbai terror attacks. The BCCI abided by this decision even though it could have legally and
technically turned a blind eye and continued its tour to Pakistan with no sanction to follow
whatsoever. The political affinity of BCCI is thus evident. Further, as per the judgment of the
Apex Court in India as quoted in the case of Zee telefilms114and the absence of any legislation
governing the BCCI it can easily be turned into a non- organisation.
To conclude, the identity of the BCCI as a state can adversely impact the fundamental rights of
Indian citizens involved in cricket such as players, coaches, spectators, umpires, viewers and
administrators. A specific legislation dealing with the recognition and establishment of a cricket
organisation at the national level, clearly stating the powers and functions of this body before the
Apex court of India must be clearly vindicated by the government of India to improve the status
of the religion known as cricket.

113The

Legal Status of BCCI: Unwarranted Ad-Hocism, Constitutional Hurdles and the Pressing Need for a Cricket
Legislation,available
at:http://docs.manupatra.in/newsline/articles/Upload/D67775F1-C322-48CE-978F9C0DB93F0EDD.pdf(visited on October 15, 2017).
114(2005) 4 SCC 649.
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CHEVRON V. ECUADOR: INVESTMENT-TREATY
ARBITRATION
-SHUBHA YADAV115
ABSTRACT
Talking about a few hundred years ago, disputes between foreign investors and States would have
been settled by what was called euphemistically the diplomatic protection of nationals. The ultima
ratio of diplomatic protection was the threat of gunboats seizing and then managing the custom
houses of weaker States until the debts were paid off. Bilateral investment treaty (BIT) is an
extraordinary accomplishment of this generation, having replaced diplomatic protection as primary
means of settling disputes. The Chevron v. Ecuador arbitration under the US-Ecuador bilateral
investment treaty (BIT) is just one piece of a multi-forum saga involving diverse stakeholders and
with billions of dollars at stake. This paper considers the authority of the investment treaty
tribunals and their role in issuing provisional measure affecting domestic courts, acting as anti-suit
injunctions. Particularly, the paper examines the case study of Chevron v Ecuador and is strictly
constrained to the arbitration proceedings. Lastly, the role of investment treaty arbitration in India
as well as possible ADR mechanism under the same has been discussed. The paper concludes with
positive aspects as well as points of skepticism of international investment treaty arbitration as well
as the analysis of the effects of the case study.
INTRODUCTION
International arbitration has long been seen as the optimal way to address and resolve disputes
between investors and States, and is to some extent still considered as such today. It depoliticizes
investment disputes, assures adjudicative neutrality and independence, and was often perceived as
a swift, cheap, flexible and familiar procedure. Moreover, international arbitration is seen to be
offering the parties a possibility to exercise a substantial amount of control over the litigation
procedure. It further assures that awards are enforceable and creates a sense of legitimacy.
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An important source of the disadvantages is the special nature of international investment treaty
arbitration, involving a sovereign as a defendant and challenging acts and measures taken by a
sovereign State. The international arbitration procedure also differs from litigation in domestic
courts in that the dispute is governed by international law and based on the violation of an
international treaty, where arbitration is the main option made available to investors. Another
peculiarity is that the nature of the relationship between the investor and the State involves a longterm engagement; hence a dispute resolved by international arbitration and resulting in an award
of damages will generally lead to a severance of this link.
Jeswald W. Salacuse has outlined three basic situations in which state might invoke interstate
arbitration. The first would include a difference of opinion between contracting states concerning
the interpretation of treaty language unconnected to an actual conflict between a national of one
state and the government of another. The second situation might arise where one state believes
that the other state has violated the treaty in its treatment of specific investors from the first state.
The third situation would occur where a state that is an actual or potential respondent in an
investor-state arbitration over an alleged treaty violation invokes interstate arbitration in order to
secure an interpretation of the treaty that will favour its position in its investor-sate dispute.
OPERATION OF BILATERAL TREATY INVESTMENTS
Functionally, Bilateral Treat Investments (herein after - “BITs”) are binding covenants negotiated
between the sovereign states that create legal protection for private third-party investors.116 BITs
are successful in providing several types of investor securities namely, protection from
unanticipated social or political developments in the host state that could threaten the security or
fair treatment of foreign investments117; provide an opportunity to the sovereigns to negotiate over
the rights and obligations included in each investment treaty, thus, expanding the universe of
protection beyond the principles of customary international law.118 Lastly, in the context of Chevron,
BITs offer recourse to binding dispute resolution outside the courts of the host state.119

J. Steven Jarreau, Anatomy of a BIT: The United States-Honduras Bilateral Investment Treaty, 35 U. MIAMI INTER-AM.
L. REv. 429, 430 (1995)
117 Jeswald W. Salacuse, The Treatification of International Investment Law, 13 L. & Bus. REv. AM. 155, 156 (2007)
118 Susan D. Franck, The Legitimacy Crisis in Investment Treaty Arbitration: Privatizing Public International Law Through
Inconsistent Decisions, 73 FORDHAM L. REV. 1521, 1529-30 (2005).
119 Jason Webb Yackee, PactaSunt Servanda and State Promises to Foreign Investors Before Bilateral Investment Treaties 32
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The rapid and vast growth in the number of BITs and their expansive provisions has been corollary
to the rise of investment treaty arbitration. Since the mid-1990s, the number of claims brought
against sovereigns under BIT arbitration clauses has increased drastically.
CASE STUDY: CHEVRON v ECUADOR
For a period of twenty years, the Republic of Ecuador and the energy giant Chevron Corporation
have been locked in a struggle involving a series of lawsuits related to an investment and
development agreement. The dispute began in the Ecuadorian court system, where it languished
unresolved for over a decade. It then proceeded to an international arbitration tribunal120, whose
verdict in Chevron's favor was appealed and sustained at all levels of the Dutch judiciary. The
dispute made it to the United States Court in an action for confirmation of the arbitral award
before the District Court for the District of Columbia. The District Court confirmed the arbitral
award, prompting yet another appeal.
The Chevron v. Ecuador arbitration under the US-Ecuador bilateral investment treaty (BIT) is just
one piece of a multi-forum saga involving diverse stakeholders and with billions of dollars at stake.
In this arbitration, Chevron and Texaco Petroleum Company (TexPet) are asking the tribunal for
a broad form of relief that would effectively excuse Chevron from having to pay a roughly US$18
billion judgment Ecuadorian courts rendered against the US company in favor of Ecuadorian
citizens as damages for environmental and other harms arising out of Chevron’s affiliates’ oil
operations in Ecuador.
Chevron’s pleas to the tribunal are unique in investment-treaty arbitration. What in particular sets
them apart is that Chevron seeks orders from the tribunal that would directly impact the rights of
non-parties to the arbitration: the private plaintiffs in the underlying lawsuit against Chevron who
currently hold a judgment against Chevron. Chevron argues that fraud and legal and procedural
errors in the conduct of the underlying dispute have left Chevron on the hook to the plaintiffs in
breach of the BIT. But rather than claiming damages from Ecuador in the form of litigation
expenses incurred, or indemnification or compensation for amounts paid to the Ecuadorian

Chevron Corp. and Texaco Petroleum Corp. v. The Republic of Ecuador, PCA Case No. 34877, Partial Award on
the Merits (Mar. 30, 2010), availableathttp://italaw.com/ documents/ChevronTexacoEcuadorPartialAward.PDF
120
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plaintiffs, Chevron is aiming directly at the plaintiffs’ judgment, seeking to use the tribunal to strip
that award from those non-parties to the BIT arbitration.
Facts of the Case
In 1973, Chevron and Ecuador signed an agreement allowing Chevron to develop Ecuadorian oil
fields in exchange for providing below-market oil to the Ecuadorian government for domestic use.
The deal was set to expire in 1992, and the parties were unable to agree to an extension. As the
expiration date approached, Chevron filed several breach of contract suits against Ecuador. In
1995, Chevron and Ecuador signed a settlement agreement conclusively terminating all rights and
obligations between the parties. The agreement provided for the continuation of the pending
lawsuits.
In 1993, the United States and Ecuador signed a Bilateral Investment Treaty (“BIT”)—formally
known as the Treaty Between the Government of the United States of America and the
Government of the Republic of Ecuador for the Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of
Investment—which took effect in 1997. Under this treaty, Ecuador made a standing offer to
American investors to arbitrate disputes involving investments that existed on or after the treaty's
effective date. For purposes of the BIT, the definition of “investment” included “a claim to money
or a claim to performance having economic value, and associated with an investment.”
International Arbitration Proceedings
§

In December 2006, and again in September 2009, Chevron filed an international arbitration
claim before the Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague, alleging that the Government
of Ecuador violated an US-Ecuador bilateral investment treaty. Chevron claimed that the
Government of Ecuador violated international law by unduly influencing the judiciary and
thereby compromising the judiciary's independence. In March 2010 the arbitration panel ruled
that Ecuador's government had violated the bilateral investment treaty and international law by
delaying rulings on the commercial dispute currently pending in Ecuador's courts.

§

The Government of Ecuador and the plaintiffs in the Ecuadorian lawsuit filed a lawsuit in US
federal court seeking an injunction barring Chevron from proceeding with arbitration under
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the bilateral investment treaty. The parties argued that due process rights in Ecuador would be
denied should Chevron proceed with its arbitration.
§

In March 2010 the US court ruled that Chevron may pursue international arbitration in this
case. The plaintiffs and Government of Ecuador have appealed this ruling. In an effort to prove
its case, Chevron has sued in ten different US federal courts to try and obtain discovery
documents from various consultants the plaintiffs engaged in the assessment of damages.

§

In February 2011 the international arbitration panel issued an Interim Measures Order in favour
of Chevron ordering Ecuador to take all measures to suspend enforcement of the Ecuadorian
judgment.

§

In February 2012 the arbitration panel met to review Ecuador's compliance with the Interim
Measures Order. In February 2013 the arbitration tribunal ruled that Ecuador had not complied
with the Interim Measures Order.

§

In March 2015, the arbitration tribunal held that the settlement between Chevron and Ecuador
did not preclude residents from suing over the pollution in the future. The tribunal has yet to
consider whether the issuing of the Ecuadorian judgment was in violation of the investment
agreement with Texaco.

§

In January 2016, the international arbitration tribunal ruled in favour of Chevron over Ecuador
being bound by the US-Ecuador investment agreement. Ecuador said it will appeal the decision.

§

In June 2016, The US Supreme Court declined to hear Ecuador's challenge to Chevron's
arbitration award.

§

In July 2016, Ecuador indicated that it had executed the arbitrary decision and paid the $112
million ($96 million award plus interests) compensation to Chevron.

§

The court affirmed, handing Chevron a significant victory. The main question was whether
Ecuador was immune from jurisdiction under the FSIA, or whether the FSIA’s arbitration
exception applied. Chevron had an initial burden of production, which it met by producing
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the BIT, the notice of arbitration, and the award. Ecuador sought to rebut Chevron’s showing
by arguing that there was no agreement to arbitrate between the parties. Citing the BG v.
Argentina case, the court reasoned that the BIT was a standing offer by Ecuador to US investors
to arbitrate investment disputes, which Chevron accepted by initiating the arbitration.
Issues before the Learned Tribunal
One of the significant issues in the arbitration was whether Chevron (or Texaco) had made an
“investment” that brought the treaty into play; but while that question was a question of
arbitrability, it did not go to the court’s jurisdiction. The judges rejected Ecuador’s conflation of
“the jurisdictional standard of the FSIA with the standard for review under the New York
Convention.” But even if it were proper to reach the “investment” question, the court said that it
would conclude that Chevron had made the necessary showing
Ecuador also challenged the confirmation of the award on the merits under the New York
Convention, arguing in particular that the award “deals with a difference not contemplated by or
not falling within the terms of the submission to arbitration” and could not be confirmed under
Article V (1)(C). The court rejected this argument, because under the BIT the parties had
authorized the arbitrators to decide such questions of arbitrability.
On the other hand, Chevron alleged that the "egregious delay" it had experienced in Ecuadorian
courts amounted to a "denial of justice" under customary international law and, additionally and
in the alternative, violated protections afforded to Chevron under the BIT. Specifically, Chevron
argued that Ecuador violated Chevron's substantive rights under the BIT's "fair and equitable
treatment" and the "effective means" clause. Ecuador objected to the tribunal's jurisdiction,
arguing that it had never agreed to arbitrate with Chevron. The basis of this objection was
Ecuador's contention that Chevron's investments in Ecuador had terminated no later than 1995,
two years prior to the entry into force of the BIT.
The learned tribunal rejected the jurisdictional challenge, finding that Chevron's lawsuits were
“investments” within the meaning of the BIT, and, after determining that Ecuador had delayed
disposition of the lawsuits, ultimately decided against Ecuador on the majority of the breach of
contract claims, awarding Chevron approximately $96 million. Ecuador challenged the award in
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the Dutch court system; the challenge was rejected by the District Court of The Hague, The Hague
Court of Appeal, and the Dutch Supreme Court.
In August 2011, when the Permanent Court of Arbitration tribunal overseeing the 2006 arbitration
awarded the company the $96 million award after finding in a March 2010 award on the merits
that Ecuador had breached its BIT with the U.S. by allowing Chevron’s breach of contract suit to
languish in the Ecuadorean courts.
Enforcement of the Award
Finally, outside of Ecuador, it seems highly questionable that the tribunal’s awards will be able to
achieve the effect desired by the Chevron – i.e., that it will prevent the Ecuadorian plaintiffs’ from
enforcing their judgment against Chevron in countries where the company has assets. Most
importantly, under the BIT and the applicable arbitration rules, the tribunal’s awards are only
binding on the parties to the investor-state dispute – Ecuador and Chevron, not the Ecuadorian
plaintiffs.121 Should the Ecuadorian plaintiffs seek to enforce their judgment against Chevron in
courts outside of Ecuador, the tribunal’s awards should not have mandatory legal force in those
enforcement actions. Moreover, even assuming that the tribunal had authority to review the merits
of the underlying judgment and its correctness or legitimacy in the investor-state dispute to which
the Ecuadorian plaintiffs are not party, the tribunal has not yet done so. Consequently, any award
issued by the tribunal should have no res judicata impact or legal bearing on the enforceability of
the underlying judgment.
It is natural for the claimants to seek what they can from the rapidly evolving and relatively
undisciplined area of investment-treaty law, making creative arguments and broad requests for
relief. However, it is the tribunals that must play the role of the reasonable gatekeeper, and ensure
that in their creative development of investment treaty claims, investors are not left unbridled to
trample through other areas of domestic and international law, such as human rights law.
The tribunal slowly ratcheted up the pressure, effectively moving from a loose admonition to a
loose command to a strict command, to a finding that Ecuador violated that command.
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Anti Suit Injunction
An anti suit injunction in the context of investor arbitration is no longer exceptional. But the
Chevron interim proceedings are highly unusual in their remedial sweep, and in their party
structure. In terms of remedy, Chevron v. Ecuador may be the first case where the arbitrators are
preparing to levy damages for the violation of interim measures; and to convert an interim order,
which is commonly enforceable only in the U.S. courts,122 into an interim award, which is widely
enforceable under international law.123
As a structural matter, Chevron v. Ecuador differs from the typical interim measures case in that a
state entity is not a party to the litigation that the tribunal seeks to enjoin. The Chevron interim
measures do not aim to stop a parallel proceeding, because the party opposite Chevron is not the
same, and the arbitrators do not question the judges’ jurisdiction. Rather, the object of the Chevron
anti suit injunction is to preliminarily halt a tangential proceeding that is alleged to be unjust, while
the arbitrators consider final relief to redress the alleged injustice. These interim measures must
therefore be grounded in the tribunal’s power to “preserve [a party’s] rights” or “conserve the
“goods forming the subject matter of the dispute,” rather than in the tribunal’s power to protect
its own jurisdiction.124
One implication is that the injunction imposes consequences on a private party. This is certainly
problematic, and forms the basis for one of Ecuador’s objections. Of more central concern to this
Article, the state’s formal absence from the enjoined litigation makes Chevron v Ecuador the purest
example of an arbitral attempt to suspend judicial action. In other interim measures cases, an order
that a Republic take no steps to advance litigation may fall primarily on the executive (in its role
as a litigant in state court). However, in Chevron, there is no escaping the fact that the interim
order precluding the Republic from finalizing the judgment fell on its judiciary.

Douglas C. Rennie & Peter Sherwin, Interim Relief Under International Arbitration Rules and Guidelines: A Comparative
Analysis, 20 AM. REV. INT’L ARB. 317, 324-27 (2010)
123 Chevron Corp. v. Republic of Ecuador, UNCITRAL Arb., PCA Case No. 2009-23, First Interim Award on Interim
Measures at 1 (Jan. 25, 2012)
124 ICSID Arbitration Rules, Art. 39; UNCITRAL Rules, Art. 26(1)
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EFFECTS OF THE CASE
The Chevron case has had far-reaching effects in the field of investment treaty arbitration because
subsequent tribunals have been quick to adopt the standard and widen its application. In 2011, the
Tribunal in the matter of White Industries v India allowed an effective means clause to be imported
into a BIT by application of a most-favoured nation clause. Furthermore, the Tribunal agreed that
Chevron was the appropriate standard to analyze violations of the effective means clause. PostWhite, the number of arbitrations alleging violations of an effective means clause has increased.
The Chevron award has also created significant diplomatic tension between Ecuador and the
United States. Ecuador ultimately launched a rare state-to-state arbitration against the United
States under the learned Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague, wherein it argued that the
two nations were in positive dispute regarding the interpretation of the effective means clause in
their BIT. Though the attempt proved to be ultimately unsuccessful on jurisdictional grounds, the
act of instituting state-to-state arbitration illustrates the extent of Ecuador’s concern.
Depending upon the circumstances, the threat of initiating arbitration can either favour or
discourage negotiated settlements of investor-state disputes. On the one hand, faced with the hard
realities of the costs, slow pace, and unpredictability of arbitration, some parties might negotiate a
settlement rather than incur additional expenses and delay. On the other hand, initiating arbitration
may create a psychological barrier to settlement by causing the parties to harden their positions
and become less flexible in dealing with one another.125
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO TREATY BASED INVESTORSTATE DISPUTE SETTLEMENT
An alternative approach to investor-State dispute settlement is a dispute resolution, avoidance or
prevention mechanism that constitutes an alternative to international investment arbitration. There
are two main categories to alternative approaches. The first category addresses already existing
disputes and approaches to their resolution. The use of Alternative forms of Dispute Resolution
(ADR) mechanisms is common in this context. The second category concerns the use of avoidance
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and prevention policies prior to the occurrence of a dispute, but in anticipation of the possibility
that a dispute may emerge (at times referred to as preventative ADR).
INVESTMENT TREATY ARBITRATION IN INDIA
The Government of India released the final version of the model Indian Bilateral Investment
Treaty. This was in expectation to provide greater protection to foreign investors in India, and to
Indian investors in foreign countries, whilst maintaining a balance between the investors’ right and
the Government’s obligations.
The Government of India also announced that the Model BIT will be used for the re-negotiation
of existing BITs and negotiation of future BITs and investment chapters in Comprehensive
Economic Cooperation Agreements, Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreements and
Free Trade Agreements (“FTAs”).
The period after 2010 saw a surge in India’s involvement in ITAs. Towards the end of 2011, India
received its first adverse award in relation to a BIT in White Industries Australia Limited v Republic
of India. The tribunal found that India had violated its obligations to the investor under the IndiaAustralia BIT. Besides the White Industries award, India has received numerous ITA notices from
investors under several BITs. Claims by foreign investors against India have included challenges
to various regulatory measures, such as the cancellation of telecom licenses and the imposition of
retrospective taxes. Currently there are 17 known pending claims that have been brought against
India.
CONCLUSION
It is still debated whether or not the 1997-Ecuador BIT provisions on procedural due process
might have a positive or negative impact on the interaction between international investment
tribunals and domestic courts in the Chevron case. Nevertheless, offering a forum to foreign
investors in which they can claim a denial of justice has important implications for international
investment arbitration mechanism and the rule of law.
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In the aftermath of case, it is interesting to illustrate the impact that the Chevron case may raise in
future disputes and the rise to denial of justice will follow from the growth of such arbitration and
it will raise special concerns that merit serious reflection.
In the end, it may be the tribunal and investors who lose more than Ecuador and the Ecuadorian
plaintiffs in this anomalous dispute. By broadly asserting its powers and unconvincingly brushing
aside the rights of non-parties to the arbitration, the tribunal has prompted challenges to the
authority of its orders in other national courts and tribunals. At a time when skepticism of (if not
an outright backlash against) investor-state dispute settlement is evident, and states and other
stakeholders are increasingly concerned that this “system” is not producing any of the benefits it
was purportedly designed for, such unrestrained conduct by tribunals may catalyze a move away
from investor-state arbitration.
Lastly, Chevron’s tribunal’s decision to uphold jurisdiction proved the fact that this litigation saga
continues to ramble on and the debate on international investment treaty arbitration itself and its
future is still ongoing.
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EVIDENTIARY VALUE OF FORENSIC REPORTS IN
INDIA: WITH SPECIAL FOCUS ON DNA TESTS
-SHAIVYA MANAKTALA126
ABSTRACT
Forensic Science plays a very significant role in the detection of any crime; it acts as an aid/tool to
the investigation process. It’s a science through which all physical evidences are collected and
tested by forensic experts. It has been viewed as a last resort in many of the cases and the reports
of forensic reports plays a very important role not only in terms of criminal justice system but also
in terms of civil lis and other matters. Physical evidences should be collected from the scene of
crime in a proper manner, so that experts should be able to conduct the tests of physical relevant
evidences in the laboratories with proper reports.
Forensic science in today’s world is an advanced scientific technique, which is used in criminal and
civil investigations, it is capable of answering important questions and forms an integrated part of
criminal justice system. Both State and Central Government have developed Labs for the same
which intern assist courts, police system and private agents and individuals during investigation or
cross-examination procedure.
During the investigation forensic, the expert at the scene of the crime collects evidence and each
evidence is so collected is so unique in its own way that it becomes necessary to test it and to
analyses it separately in order to reach to the conclusion. Sometimes, complex cases involve
multiple experts specializing in the same field to examine and to give the analysis with respect to
the evidence so collected.
There are many categories of forensic science, which includes Forensic medicine, Ballistics,
Fingerprints, Question Documents, Voice Analysis, Narco-analysis, etc. There are various forensic
laboratories wherein, all the tests are conducted.
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FORENSIC REPORT AND LAW OF EVIDENCE
‘Opinion’ means judgment and belief that is a belief or conviction resulting from what one thinks
on a particular question. Opinion is what is formed in the mind of a person regarding a fact
situation. All the forensic reports or opinion of experts or opinion of third party when relevant,
are admissible under Section 45 of the Evidence Act, 1872.
Section 45 to Section 51 of the Act deals with the expert evidence.
Who is an Expert
An expert is a person who has special knowledge related to some specific field, where he has
devoted his time and has experience of the same as defines under Section 45127 of the Indian
Evidence Act, 1872
The Courts in India in plethora of cases, have described that an expert is someone who has such
special knowledge, which need not be imparted by any University. He is a person having skill or
experience in any art, trade or profession, which has been acquired by practice, observation or
careful study and which is beyond the range of common knowledge.
As per the law of Indian Evidence, the Court has to form an opinion on the following: foreign
law, science, art and identity of handwriting (or finger impressions). The opinions given on the
aforesaid aspects are all relevant facts and person who give these opinions are known as experts.
In nutshell, an expert is someone who is skilled in any particular field and having special knowledge

45. Opinions of experts. –– When the Court has to form an opinion upon a point of foreign law or of science, or
art, or as to identity of handwriting, 2 [or finger impressions], the opinions upon that point of persons specially skilled
in such foreign law, science or art, 3 [or in questions as to identity of handwriting] 2 [or finger impressions] are relevant
facts. Such persons are called experts.
127
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Subject Matters of Expert Evidence
The subject matters of expert testimony as mentioned by the Act are foreign law, science, art and
the identity of handwriting or finger impressions. Other subject matters of expert evidence can be
fingerprints, brain mapping, polygraph, DNA, ballistic, tracker dog and many more.
The medical opinions are admissible upon questions such as insanity, nature of the injuries, usage
of the weapons to injure the decease or victim; etc. As far as field of art is concerned, the testimony
of artists is admissible with respect the originality or value of a work of art and the opinion of a
photographer is admissible with respect to its execution, etc.
Value of Expert Opinion
The Evidence Act only provides about the relevancy of expert opinion but gives no guidance as
to its value. It is often said that their cannot be any more unsatisfactory evidence than that of an
expert. Here are certain drawbacks:
1. There is the danger of error or deliberate falsehood
2. His evidence is after all opinion and human judgment is fallible as human knowledge is
limited and imperfect
3. An expert witness, however impartial he may be, is likely to be unconsciously prejudiced
in favour of the side, which calls him.
Further as per Section 46 of Indian Evidence Act 1872, it is stated that facts, not otherwise
relevant, are relevant if they support or are inconsistent with the opinions of experts, when such
opinions are relevant.
Thus, the elements of Section 45 and Section 46 are highlights that:
•

The court when necessary will place its faith on skills of persons who have technical knowledge
of the facts concerned.

•

The court will rely the bona fide statement of proof given by the expert concluded on the basis
of scientific techniques.

•
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The evidence considered irrelevant would be given relevance in eyes of law if they are
consistent with the opinion of experts.

Admission of expert evidence depends upon the following of the evidence;
In the case of R v. Mohan128, Supreme Court of Canada outlined the criteria that must be
considered before a witness may give expert evidence at trial. These criteria are:
Relevance: The evidence can only be admitted at trial if it is relevant and it can only be relevant
when it makes the fact in issue more probable. But even it might be still excluded if the judge finds
that the admission of the evidence would cause more prejudice than its ultimate benefit. (The same
principle can be seen in the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, as the Sections’ dealing with the expert
evidence falls under Chapter II of the Act, starts from Section 5 to Section 55, which has to pass
the test of relevancy).
Necessity: In this case, the Canadian Apex Court clarified that in determining the necessity that
why the expert/opinion evidence is required, the Court explained, “What is required is that the opinion
be necessary in the sense that it provide information which is likely to be outside the experience and knowledge of a
judge or jury.”
Initially there used to be a general rule of evidence which used to known as “the ultimate issue
rule.”The Court held that now the ultimate issue rule no longer generally applies but the dangers
contemplated by the rule are still relevant. Thereby, an expert’s opinion that approaches the
ultimate issue in the case must be carefully considered to make sure that it is truly necessary for
the jury to hear. Lastly, if the judge or jury can consider the evidence in hand with their knowledge
and experience then in that case, expert testimony may not be required.
Absence of Any Exclusionary Rule: Now if the above two stages exist in a particular expert
evidence which is logically relevant to the issue at trial, then also in that case the evidence may not
be admitted if its reception is prohibited by another exclusionary rule; eg: hearsay evidence.
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Properly Qualified Expert: As I have discussed above that the expert evidence must be
knowledge. Proper qualification means that the expert must have acquired some special knowledge
through study or some other experience in respect of matters on which he is proposed to give his
opinion.
Section 47129 of the Indian Evidence Act deals with the opinion as to the handwriting. The
explanation to Section 47 elaborates the circumstances under which a person is said to have known
the disputed handwriting.
Section 48130 of the Indian Evidence Act refers to the opinions of persons who know the existence
of a general right or custom and when it is relevant.
Section 49131 of the Indian Evidence Act refers to opinions as to usages; tenets, etc. the opinions
of persons having special means of knowledge thereon are relevant.
Section 50132 of Indian Evidence Act envisages that when the court has to form an opinion as to
the relationship one person with another, opinion expressed by conduct as to such relationship by
any family member or person having special means of knowledge on that subject is relevant.

47. Opinion as to hand-writing, when relevant. –– When the Court has to form an opinion as to the person by
whom any document was written or signed, the opinion of any person acquainted with the handwriting of the person
by whom it is supposed to be written or signed that it was or was not written or signed by that person, is a relevant
fact. Explanation. ––A person is said to be acquainted with the handwriting of another person when he has seen that
person write, or when he has received documents purporting to be written by that person in answer to documents
written by himself or under his authority and addressed to that person, or when, in the ordinary course of business,
documents purporting to be written by that person have been habitually submitted to him.
129

48. Opinion as to existence of right or custom, when relevant. –– When the Court has to form an opinion as to
the existence of any general custom or right, the opinions, as to the existence of such custom or right, of persons who
would be likely to know of its existence if it existed, are relevant. Explanation. –– The expression “general custom or
right” includes customs or rights common to any considerable class of persons.
130

49. Opinion as to usages, tenets, etc., when relevant. –– When the Court has to form an opinion as to–– the usages
and tenets of any body of men or family, the constitution and government of any religious or charitable foundation,
or the meaning of words or terms used in particular districts or by particular classes of people, the opinion of persons
having special means of knowledge thereon are, relevant facts.
131

50. Opinion on relationship, when relevant. –– When the Court has to form an opinion as to the relationship of
one person to another, the opinion, expressed by conduct, as to the existence of such relationship, of any person who,
as a member of the family or otherwise, has special means of knowledge on the subject, is a relevant fact: Provided
that such opinion shall not be sufficient to prove a marriage in proceedings under the Indian Divorce Act, 1869 (4 of
1869), or in prosecutions under sections 494, 495, 497 and 498 of the Indian Penal Code (45 of 1860).
132
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Section 51133 of the Indian Evidence Act states that whenever the opinion of a person is relevant,
the grounds are also relevant on which such opinion has been based. The grounds are the ones on
which the expert opinion has been formed; it may be called reasoning.
Section 45-A134 of the Indian Evidence Act states that when the court has to form an opinion
with regard to any computer resource or any other electronic or digital form, the opinion of
Examiner of Electronic Evidence referred under Section 79-A of the Information Technology
Act, 2008 is admissible under section 45-A of the Act, being a relevant fact.
Medical Evidence of DNA Test
DNA is an abbreviation of Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid. It is an organic substance, which is found in
every living cell and gives an individual a personal genetic blue print. It can be extracted from a
whole variety of different materials like: Blood, saliva, semen, hair, urine, body fluids, bones, body
organs etc.
A Swiss scientist Frederick Micscher discovered DNA in 1869. Sir Alec. J. Jeffereys discovered the
police in the famous Enderby case involving two girls who had been raped and murdered first
used the use of DNA for forensic analysis in 1984.It in England.
The development of forensic DNA testing has expanded the types of useful biological evidence.
In addition to semen and blood, such substances as saliva, teeth, and bones can be sources of
DNA. These sources are expanding still further, as researchers explore the potential of other
biological substances, such as hair, skin cells, and fingerprints.

51. Grounds of opinion, when relevant. –– Whenever the opinion of any living person is relevant, the grounds on
which such opinion is based are also relevant.
133

45A. Opinion of Examiner of Electronic Evidence.— When in a proceeding, the court has to form an opinion on
any matter relating to any information transmitted or stored in any computer resource or any other electronic or digital
form, the opinion of the Examiner of Electronic Evidence referred to in section 79A of the Information Technology
Act, 2000 (21 of 2000), is a relevant fact. Explanation.—For the purposes of this section, an Examiner of Electronic
Evidence shall be an expert.
134
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DNA TECHNOLOGY IN INDIA
Indian courts have time and again held that the evidence for proving non-access must be strong,
distinct, satisfactory and conclusive. DNA tests can be strong evidence as they are correct up to
99% if positive and 100% if negative.
Indian courts have laid down certain guidelines regarding DNA tests and their admissibility to
prove parentage.
•

That courts in India cannot order blood test as a matter of course;

•

Wherever applications are made for such prayers in order to have roving inquiry, the prayer
for blood test cannot be entertained.

•

There must be a strong prima facie case in that the husband must establish non-access in order
to dispel the presumption arising under Section 112 of the Evidence Act.

•

The court must carefully examine as to what would be the consequence of ordering the blood
test; whether it will have the effect of branding a child as a bastard and the mother as an
unchaste woman.

•

No one can be compelled to give sample of blood for analysis.

Crime Detection and DNA Technology
Though there is no specific DNA legislation enacted in India, Sec.53 and Sec. 54 of the Criminal
Procedure Code, 1973 provides for DNA tests impliedly and they are extensively used in
determining complex criminal problems.
Sec. 53135 deals with examination of the accused by medical practitioner at the request of police
officer if there are reasonable grounds to believe that an examination of his person will afford
evidence as to the commission of the offence.

53. Examination of accused by medical practitioner at the request of police officer.—(1) When a person is arrested
on a charge of committing an offence of such a nature and alleged to have been committed under such circumstances
that there are reasonable grounds for believing that an examination of his person will afford evidence as to the
commission of an offence, it shall be lawful for a registered medical practitioner, acting at the request of a police
officer not below the rank of sub-inspector, and for any person acting in good faith in his aid and under his direction,
to make such an examination of the person arrested as is reasonably necessary in order to ascertain the facts which
may afford such evidence, and to use such force as is reasonably necessary for that purpose. (2) Whenever the person
135
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Sec. 54136 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973 further provides for the examination of the
arrested person by the registered medical practitioner at the request of the arrested person. The
law commission of India in its 37th report stated that to facilitate effective investigation, provision
has been made authorizing an examination of arrested person by a medical practitioner, if from
the nature of the alleged offence or the circumstances under which it is alleged to have been
committed, there are reasonable grounds for believing that an examination of the person will
afford evidence.
Sec. 27(1)137 of Prevention of Terrorism Act, 2002 says when a investigating officer request the
court of CJM or the court of CMM in writing for obtaining sample of hand writing, finger prints,
foot prints, photographs, blood, saliva, semen, hair, voice of any accused person, reasonable
suspect to be involved in the commission of an offence under this act. It shall be lawful for the
court of CJM or the court of CMM to direct that such samples shall be given by the accused person
to the police officer either through a medical practitioner or otherwise as the case may be.

of a female is to be examined under this section, the examination shall be made only by, or under the supervision of,
a female registered medical practitioner
54. Examination of arrested person by medical officer.—(1) When any person is arrested, he shall be examined by
a medical officer in the service of Central or State Government, and in case the medical officer is not available, by a
registered medical practitioner soon after the arrest is made: Provided that where the arrested person is a female, the
examination of the body shall be made only by or under the supervision of a female medical officer, and in case the
female medical officer is not available, by a female registered medical practitioner. (2) The medical officer or a
registered medical practitioner so examining the arrested person shall prepare the record of such examination,
mentioning therein any injuries or marks of violence upon the person arrested, and the approximate time when such
injuries or marks may have been inflicted. (3) Where an examination is made under sub-section (1), a copy of the
report of such examination shall be furnished by the medical officer or registered medical practitioner, as the case may
be, to the arrested person or the person nominated by such arrested person
136

137

27. Power to direct for samples, etc.-

(1) When a police officer investigating a case requests the Court of a Chief Judicial Magistrate or the Court of a Chief
Metropolitan Magistrate in writing for obtaining samples of handwriting, finger-prints, foot-prints, photographs,
blood, saliva, semen, hair, voice of any accused person, reasonably suspected to be involved in the commission of an
offence under this Act, it shall be lawful for the Court of a Chief Judicial Magistrate or the Court of a Chief
Metropolitan Magistrate to direct that such samples be given by the accused person to the police officer either through
a medical practitioner or otherwise, as the case may be.
(2) If any accused person refuses to give samples as provided in sub-section (1), the Court shall draw adverse inference
against the accused.
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CASES SOLVED USING FORENSIC SCIENCE
A. Vasu v. Santha138 1975 (Kerala)
In the above cases the court has laid down certain guidelines regarding DNA tests and their
admissibility to prove parentage
.
(1) That courts in India cannot order blood test as a matter of course;
(2) Wherever applications are made for such prayers in order to have roving inquiry, the Forensic
evidences in Criminal Trial: Need of the Hour prayer for blood test cannot be entertained
(3) There must be a strong prima facie case in that the husband must establish non-access in order
to dispel the presumption arising under Section 112 of the Evidence Act.
(4) The court must carefully examine as to what would be the consequence of ordering the blood
test; whether it will have the effect of branding a child as a bastard and the mother as an unchaste
woman.

(5) No one can be compelled to give sample of blood for analysis. Further the court said Bloodgrouping test is a useful test to determine the question of disputed paternity. It can be relied upon
by courts as a circumstantial evidence, which ultimately excludes a certain individual as a father of
the child. However, it requires to be carefully noted no person can be compelled to give sample
of blood for analysis against his/her will and no adverse inference can be drawn against him/her
for this refusal.
B. Tandoor Murder Case139 (1995) Delhi
This was the first criminal case in India solved by the help of forensics. In this case Shusil Sharma
murdered his wife at home by firing three bullets in to his wife Naina Sahni‘s body.

138
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He killed his wife believing that she had her love affair with her classmate and fellow congress
worker Matloob Karim. After murdering his wife Sharma took her body in his car to the Bagiya
restaurant, where he and restaurant manager Keshav Kumar attempted to burn her in a tandoor
there. Police recovered Sharma‘s revolver and blood-stained clothes and sent them to Lodhi Road
forensic laboratory.
They also took blood sample of Sahni's parents, Harbhajan Singh and Jaswant Kaur and sent them
to Hyderabad for a DNA test. According to the lab report, "Blood sample preserved by the doctor
while conducting the post mortem and the blood stains on two leads recovered from the skull and
the neck of the body of deceased Naina are of 'B' blood group." Confirming that the body was
that of Sahni, the DNA report said, "The tests prove beyond any reasonable doubt that the charred
body is that of Naina Sahni who is the biological offspring of Mr. Harbhajan Singh and Jaswant
Kaur." And finally Mr. Shusil Sharma was found guilty with the help of forensic evidences.
Changes Required
Certain changes as suggested by Malimath Committee:
1. More well-equipped laboratories should be established to handle DNA samples and evidence.
2. A specific law should be enacted giving guidelines to the police setting uniform standards for
obtaining genetic information and creating adequate safeguards to prevent misuse of the same.
3. A national DNA database should be created which will be immensely helpful in the fight against
terrorism.
4. Sec. 313140 of the CR.P.C must also be amended so as to draw adverse inference against the
accused if he fails to answer any relevant material against him therefore, making it easy for the law
enforcers to use DNA tests against him.
313. Power to examine the accused.—(1) In every inquiry or trial, for the purpose of enabling the accused personally
to explain any circumstances appearing in the evidence against him, the Court—
140

(a) may at any stage, without previously warning the accused put such questions to him as the Court considers necessary;
(b) shall, after the witnesses for the prosecution have been examined and before he is called on for his defence, question
him generally on the case: Provided that in a summons-case, where the Court has dispensed with the personal
attendance of the accused, it may also dispense with his examination under clause (b).
(2) No oath shall be administered to the accused when he is examined under sub-section (1).
(3) The accused shall not render himself liable to punishment by refusing to answer such questions, or by giving false
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CONCLUSION
There is an unanimity that medical and forensic evidence plays a crucial role in helping the courts
of law to arrive at logical conclusions. Therefore, the expert medical professionals should be
encouraged to undertake medico legal work and simultaneously the atmosphere in courts should
be congenial to the medical witness. This attains utmost importance looking at the outcome of the
case, since if good experts avoid court attendance, less objective professional will fill the gap,
ultimately affecting the justice. The need to involve more and more professionals in expert
testimony has been felt by different organisations.
Though many plans have been brought before the ministry of Home Affairs, which includes
formation of Forensic Council where not only the Evidence Act but the Information Technology
Act and The Code of Criminal Procedure will become complementary to the Science.
In, India, it is a common perception that lot of time and effort is required to record evidence and
therefore by enlarge members of the medical profession does not like to involve in medico legal
cases.
Some of the possible reasons put forward for this perception are:
•

Undue time consumption;

•

Repeated adjournments;

•

Lack of work culture in the courts

If these above reasons were not found then the expert will more active to record the evidence
these are some the reasons why the experts are not showing real interest in the case.
Even though the sources are multiplying, the use of DNA evidence is currently limited because
much of what could be tested remains unrecovered and unanalyzed. The numbers are increasing,
but of all sexual assault convictions for which DNA collection is legislatively mandated, samples

answers
to
them.
(4) The answers given by the accused may be taken into consideration in such inquiry or trial, and put in evidence for
or against him in any other inquiry into, or trial for, any other offence which such answers may tend to show he has
committed.
1 [(5) The Court may take help of Prosecutor and Defence Counsel in preparing relevant questions which are to be
put to the accused and the Court may permit filing of written statement by the accused as sufficient compliance of
this section.]
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were obtained from less than half of the individuals, and of the cumulative number of DNA
samples obtained, only 20 percent have been processed.
The reasons for the lag in evidence recovery and processing are scarcity of law enforcement
resources, lab backlogs caused by insufficient funding, and time-consuming and costly testing
methods. Given the deadlines imposed by the courts, it is not possible to analyze all the potential
evidentiary specimens submitted.
Some aspects of the justice administration that can be improved by the following
measures:
•

Discouraging routine summoning of doctors;

•

Calling expert witness at pre-scheduled time;

•

Recording expert’s testimony by alternative judicial officer in case of non-availability of
the presiding officer the court that summoned him.

•

Amending provision of criminal procedures to have admissibility of the medical records;

•

Recording of experts’ testimony through video-conferencing.
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INSOLVENCY AND BANKRUPTCY CODE, 2016 – AN
ANALYSIS OF SECTION 29A
-SHIV AZAD SHARMA141
ABSTRACT
This paper sheds some light on the most recent amendment in the IBC which was effected in
January 2018 which brought into effect the Section 29 – A, that prohibits a certain category of
people from submitting a resolution plan for the very reason that they had, even in the
slightest/minutest of capacity contributed to the downfall of a corporate debtor or were
unsustainable to run the company because of their antecedents whether directly or indirectly. Also,
the most important of these ten clauses under the said section are briefly explained while the need
and the target area of this amendment is related with the existing scenario of the stressed assets
market, which before the introduction of IBC was in a terrible condition with Indian Banks
struggling with $150 billion of bad loans.
The most controversial clause(c), which faced some criticism before it was finally passed as a part
of the ordinance still poses a serious question whether thoroughly barring the promoters from the
bidding process who were associated with a downfall of a corporate debtor is fair or not and what
could be a better alternative/additional condition to the existing law that will not take the recent
shift in balance towards the lenders away from them, hence, rendering the amendment defunct?
Another clause that faced some hurdles before becoming a statue is clause (j) which is ambiguous
in nature because of its multiple possible interpretations, which if decoded incorrectly can lead to
erroneous decisions. The paper tries to create a fair for all situations by concluding with a win-win
scenario for the lenders and the promoters alike where the promoters are not left completely out
in the cold but at the same time bearing some penalty in the form of incapacity to submit the
Resolution Plan.
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INTRODUCTION
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), 2016 was passed in November 2016 which has objectives
to consolidate and amend the laws relating to reorganization and insolvency resolution of
corporate persons, partnership firms and individuals in a time bound manner and along with that
to establish the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI).
Section 29A is widely debatable and center of focus in the code as it was introduced by way of
Ordinance142 dated 23rd November 2017 and was later ratified through the Amendment Act,
2018143 on 18th January 2018, which provides clarity as to the persons who can submit a resolution
plan in response to an invitation made by Resolution Professionals (RP). Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code (IBC) has brought a sea change to India’s non-performing asset (NPA) problem
and that the past 18 months have been transformative for the Indian stressed assets sector.
A resolution plan is a proposal that aims to provide a solution to the problem of the corporate
debtor’s insolvency and its consequent inability to pay off debts. It needs to be approved by 75%
of the Committee of Creditors (CoC), and comply with some mandatory requirements prescribed
in the IBC (Insolvency and Bankruptcy code). Resolution applicant is simply, any person who
submits a resolution plan to the Resolution Professional (RP) but same definition was amended
with the Amendment Act144. Once approved, the Resolution Professional (RP) will send the plan
to the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) after certifying that the plan meets those
requirements. A Non-Performing Asset (NPA) is a loan or advance for which the principal or
interest payment remained overdue for a period of 90 days. As we can see recently, Indian banks
are grappling with nearly $150 billion in bad loans. The enactment of the IBC has worked well in
resolving some cases and the bankruptcy-resolution process has improved.

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (Amendment) Ordinance, 2017. (2017). [ebook] Available at:
http://ibbi.gov.in/webadmin/pdf/legalframwork/2017/Nov/180404_2017-11-24%2007:16:09.pdf [Accessed 17
Aug. 2018].
143 The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (Amendment) Act, 2017. (2017). [ebook] Available at:
http://ibbi.gov.in/webadmin/pdf/legalframwork/2018/Jan/182066_2018-01-20%2023:35:29.pdf [Accessed 17
Aug. 2018].
144Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016.5(25). Section 5 (25) defines "resolution applicant" means a person, who
individually or jointly with any other person, submits a resolution plan to the resolution professional pursuant to the
invitation made under clause (h) of sub-section (2) of section 25;'
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With rising number of cases under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy code, the government has set
up a 14 – member panel to identify and suggest ways to address issues faced in implementation of
law which is known as the Insolvency Law Committee (referred as the Committee) which
submitted its report145 to the Ministry of Corporate Affairs on 26th March, 2018.
WHO IS A RESOLUTION APPLICANT?
A resolution applicant, as defined under section 5(25)146 of the Code, is any person - a creditor, a
promoter, a prospective investor, an employee, or any other person, who individually or jointly
with any other person, submits a resolution plan to the resolution professional pursuant to the
invitation made under clause (h) of sub-section (2) of section 25. Though, the code fails to provide
with any criteria for selection of such resolution applicant. Thus, becoming a loophole in the law
which allowed back-door entry to defaulting promoters at substantially discounted rates for the
assets of the corporate debtor. To find a solution to all the riddles regarding the same, this
amendment was brought into effect.
Section 25(2)(h)147 requires the resolution professional to invite resolution plans from resolution
applicants who fulfil the criteria as laid down by the resolution professional with the approval of
committee of creditors. Whereas, Section 29A is the restrictive provision which provides for the
criteria where a person is not eligible to submit the resolution plan.
Hence, a person who is eligible to submit a resolution plan is –
a. the one who shall fulfil the criteria laid down by the resolution professional with the
approval of the committee of creditors; and
b. the one who shall not suffer any disqualification mentioned under section 29A.

145Report

of
Insolvency
Law
Committee.
(2018).
[ebook]
Available
at:
http://www.mca.gov.in/Ministry/pdf/ILRReport2603_03042018.pdf [Accessed 17 Aug. 2018].
146 Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016.5(25). Section 5 (25) defines "resolution applicant" means a person, who
individually or jointly with any other person, submits a resolution plan to the resolution professional pursuant to the
invitation made under clause (h) of sub-section (2) of section 25;'
147Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016.25(2)(h)."Section 25(2)(h) invite prospective resolution applicants, who fulfil
such criteria as may be laid down by him with the approval of committee of creditors, having regard to the complexity
and scale of operations of the business of the corporate debtor and such other conditions as may be specified by the
Board, to submit a resolution plan or plans."
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WHAT IS SECTION 29A?
Section 29A is a provision which sets out the list of persons “not eligible” to submit a resolution
plan. Under the Code, Section 29A reads:
“29A. A person shall not be eligible to submit a resolution plan, if such person, or any other person acting jointly
or in concert with such person—
a. is an undischarged insolvent;
b. is a wilful defaulter in accordance with the guidelines of the Reserve Bank of India issued under the Banking
Regulation Act, 1949;
c.

has an account, or an account of a corporate debtor under the management or control of such person or of
whom such person is a promoter, classified as non-performing asset in accordance with the guidelines of the
Reserve Bank of India issued under the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 and at least a period of one year
has lapsed from the date of such classification till the date of commencement of the corporate insolvency
resolution process of the corporate debtor:
Provided that the person shall be eligible to submit a resolution plan if such person makes payment of all
overdue amounts with interest thereon and charges relating to non-performing asset accounts before
submission of resolution plan;

d. has been convicted for any offence punishable with imprisonment for two years or more;
e. is disqualified to act as a director under the Companies Act, 2013;
f.

is prohibited by the Securities and Exchange Board of India from trading in securities or accessing the
securities markets;

g. has been a promoter or in the management or control of a corporate debtor in which a preferential
transaction, undervalued transaction, extortionate credit transaction or fraudulent transaction has taken
place and in respect of which an order has been made by the Adjudicating Authority under this Code;
h. has executed an enforceable guarantee in favour of a creditor in respect of a corporate debtor against which
an application for insolvency resolution made by such creditor has been admitted under this Code;
i.

has been subject to any disability, corresponding to clauses (a) to (h), under any law in a jurisdiction outside
India; or

j.

has a connected person not eligible under clauses (a) to (i).
Explanation.— For the purposes of this clause, the expression "connected person" means—
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(i)
any person who is the promoter or in the management or control of the resolution applicant;
or
(ii)

any person who shall be the promoter or in management or control of the business of the
corporate debtor during the implementation of the resolution plan; or

(iii)

the holding company, subsidiary company, associate company or related party of a person
referred to in clauses (i) and (ii):

Provided that nothing in clause (iii) of this Explanation shall apply to—
(A) a scheduled bank; or
(B) an asset reconstruction company registered with the Reserve Bank of India under Section 3 of the
Securitisation and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest Act,
2002; or
(C) an Alternate Investment Fund registered with the Securities and Exchange Board of India.".148
Owing to this provision, persons, who by their misconduct contributed to the defaults of the
corporate debtor or are otherwise undesirable, are prevented from gaining or regaining control of
the corporate debtor.149 Thus, it protects the creditors of the company by preventing unscrupulous
persons from rewarding themselves at the expense of creditors and undermining the processes
laid down in the Code.
SCOPE OF SECTION 29A
Clause (j) of Section 29A
The scope of person(s) to be tested for the disqualification criteria can be determined by reading
the first line of Section 29A with clause (j), which is “A person shall not be eligible to submit a resolution
plan, if such person, or any other person acting jointly or in concert with such person” suffers from any of the
infirmities stated in clauses (a) to (i) or "has a connected person not eligible under clauses (a) to (i).”

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016.29A.
Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (Amendment) Bill, 2018. (2018).
[ebook] Available at: http://164.100.47.4/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/Asintroduced/127_2018_LS_Eng.pdf [Accessed
17 Aug. 2018].
148
149
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The term 'person acting jointly or in concert' has not been defined in the Code and using the
definition provided in the SEBI (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) Regulations,
2011 results in inclusion of an extremely wide gamut of person within the scope of Section 29A.
Though, it is not clear whether ‘connected person’ in clause (j) applies to only resolution applicant
or even ‘persons acting jointly or in concert with such person.’ We can take into consideration two
interpretations, one where this provision would be applicable to multiple layers of persons who
are related to resolution applicant even remotely; whereas, the other one where ARCs, banks and
alternate investment funds which are specifically excluded from the definition of ‘connected
person’ as mentioned in the proviso.
In order to ensure that anyone who acts with a common objective along with the resolution
applicant to acquire shares, voting rights or control of corporate debtor is required to pass the test
laid down in Section 29A, the Committee felt that the following definition of connected person
shall be added in the explanation to clause (j), “(iv) any persons who along with the resolution applicant,
with a common objective or purpose of acquisition of shares or voting rights in, or exercising control over a corporate
debtor, pursuant to an agreement or understanding, formal or informal, directly or indirectly cooperate for acquisition
of shares or voting rights in, or exercise of control over corporate debtor.”150
Clause (c) of Section 29A
This clause debars a person who:
(i)

has an account classified as NPA.

(ii)

is a promoter of a corporate debtor the account of which has been classified as NPA.

(iii)

is in the management of a corporate debtor the account of which has been classified
as NPA.

(iv)

is in control of a corporate debtor the account of which has been classified as NPA.

Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (Amendment) Bill, 2018. (2018).
[ebook] Available at: http://164.100.47.4/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/Asintroduced/127_2018_LS_Eng.pdf [Accessed
17 Aug. 2018].
150
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Thus, this clause limited its scope by recognizing only those NPAs that are declared in accordance
with guidelines issued by RBI under the Banking Regulation Act. For example, entities such as
Housing Finance Companies which declare accounts as NPAs under guidelines issued by the
Housing Finance Bank were outside the purview of this clause. Therefore, it is proposed that
clause (c) must include as a disqualification criterion for accounts that are declared NPA in
accordance with guidelines issued under any applicable statute issued by a financial sector regulator
in India.151
In the very recent Jaypee Infratech Case152, the homebuyers argued that the Corporate Insolvency
Resolution Process (CIRP) ignored the interests of homebuyers, who are the vital stakeholders in
building projects, and that rights conferred upon them by special enactments, including the
Consumer Protection Act 1986 and by the RERA, could not be divested and they cannot be left
without any remedy.153 The Supreme Court Bench passed the directions that Jaypee Infratech
Limited and Jaiprakash Associates Limited and theirs promoters shall be ineligible to participate
in the CIRP virtue of the provisions of Section 29A.154
Clause (d) and (e) of Section 29A
These clauses, i.e., (d) which disqualifies a person convicted for an offence punishable with
imprisonment of two years or more and (e) which disqualified to act as a director under companies
act, 2013 which are personal in nature and thus, need not be to be extended to related parties of
resolution applicant.
Clause (d) being a very wide disqualification criterion that may cast within its net offences that
have no nexus with ability to run a corporate debtor successfully. Thus, this clause needs a
narrower scope as it extends to the connected persons of resolution applicant.

CAclubindia. (2018). Recommendation Given by the IBC Committee under Sec 29A of the IBC 2016. [online] Available at:
https://www.caclubindia.com/articles/recommendation-given-by-the-ibc-Committee-under-sec-29a-of-the-ibc2016-32964.asp [Accessed 17 Aug. 2018].
152 Chitra Sharma and Ors. v. Union of India and Ors. [2018]WP (C) No. 744 of 2017 (Supreme Court).
153 Live Law. (2018). Jaypee Infratech Case : SC Remands Matter To NCLT; Homebuyers To Be Included In Committee Of Creditors
[Read Judgment] | Live Law. [online] Available at: https://www.livelaw.in/jaypee-infratech-case-sc-remands-matter-tonclt-homebuyers-to-be-included-in-committee-of-creditors/ [Accessed 17 Aug. 2018].
154 Chitra Sharma and Ors. v. Union of India and Ors. [2018]WP (C) No. 744 of 2017 (Supreme Court)
151
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The Hon’ble Supreme Court in Ravikant Patil V. Sarvobhouma Bagali155, held that “where the
conviction itself is stayed, the effect is that the conviction will not be operative from the date of
stay.” The same was held in various other cases.156
The Insolvency Law Committee recommended that a proviso added in definition of ‘connected
person’ shall limit the scope of the term ‘connected person’ for the purpose of interpretation of
these clauses to clause (i) and (ii) of the definition only.
Clause (g) of Section 29A
This clause seeks to disqualify promoters or those in the management or control of a corporate
debtor which a preferential, undervalue, fraudulent or extortionate credit transaction has taken
place was also stated to be very wide and a representation was made to the Committee to narrow
down this provision.
The Insolvency Law Committee felt that clause (g) must be amended to carve out from its ambit
persons who process under the code, a scheme or plan, approved by a financial sector regulator
or a court of law along with preferential, undervalue, fraudulent or extortionate credit transactions
taken place by corporate debtor prior to such acquisition.
Clause (h) of Section 29A
Under this clause, it is unclear that whether the provision seeks to disqualify a guarantor only if
the guarantee provided by it has been invoked and dishonored or even in cases where the guarantee
has not been invoked at all.
In the case of Re: RBL Bank Ltd157, it clearly referenced to the two paragraphs of the order dated
18-12-2017 in CA (IB) No. 543/KB/2017. It is self-explanatory as to the objections raised against
the resolution applicant.

Ravikant Patil v. Sarvobhouma Bagali [2007]SCC 1 (Supreme Court), p.673.
Lily Thomas v. Union of India, [2013] 7 SCC (Supreme Court), p.653.
157 In Re: RBL Bank Ltd. [2017]CA (IB) No. 543/KB/2017 (NCLT).
155
156
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“The Company Application has been decided to clarify the position of the Resolution Applicant,
who happens to be the personal guarantor of a corporate debtor, against whom guarantee has not
been invoked, and demand has not been made, regarding his eligibility to submit a resolution plan.
In such a situation guarantor cannot be deemed to be a defaulter, therefore, his case is not covered
under clauses (c) and (h) of Section 29A of the amended LB. Code. Disqualifying the entire class
of guarantors under clause (h) of Section 29A would be discriminatory. However, it is to be made
clear that we have clarified the legal position only and CoC has to take independent decision on
the Resolution Plan of the applicant."
Though, this position is far from settled since the decision has been stayed and the matter is now
pending before the National Company Law Appellate Tribunal.158 Even though, the
commencement of a guarantor’s liability depends on the terms of a contract.159 Thus, disqualifying
every guarantor only for the reason of issuing an enforceable guarantee, as that would be
discriminatory according to the Insolvency Law Committee. It was suggested by the same
Committee that in order to clarify the position, the words “an enforceable” must be deleted from
clause (h) and the words “and such guarantee has been invoked by the creditor and remains unpaid
in full or part by the Guarantor” must be added at the end of the clause.160
Clause (i) of Section 29A
It disqualifies a person if he has been subjected to any disabilities stated in clauses (a) to (h) of
Section 29A in any jurisdiction outside India. The Insolvency Law Committee felt that the words
“has been” in the clause must be replaced with “is” so as to clarify that the applicability of the
provision is during the currency of the disability.161 It is better aligned to the intent of the said
Section and streamlines the disqualification appropriately.

In Re: RBL Bank Ltd. [2017]CA (AT) (INSOLVENCY) No. 330/ 2017 (NCLAT)
Syndicate Bank v. Channaveerappa Belui & Ors. [2006] SCC 11, p. 506 (Supreme Court)
160 Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (Amendment) Bill, 2018. (2018).
[ebook] Available at: http://164.100.47.4/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/Asintroduced/127_2018_LS_Eng.pdf [Accessed
17 Aug. 2018].
161 Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (Amendment) Bill, 2018. (2018).
[ebook] Available at: http://164.100.47.4/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/Asintroduced/127_2018_LS_Eng.pdf [Accessed
17 Aug. 2018].
158
159
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Retrospective Effect of Section 29A
Section 30(4) of the IBC clearly states that “Provided that the Committee of creditors shall not approve a
resolution plan submitted before the commencement of the Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code (Amendment Ordinance)
2017 where the resolution applicant is ineligible under Section 29A and may require the Resolution Professional
to invite a fresh resolution plan where no other resolution plan is available with it.”
Apart from that, in the recent judgment of NCLT, Mumbai Bench, held in the Application by
Corporate Debtor to initiate Corporate Insolvency Resolution under Section 10 of the Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 of Wig Associates Pvt Ltd., where Justice M.K Shrawat said:“…when
a repeal of an enactment is followed by fresh legislation, such legislation does not affect the
substantive rights of parties on the date of the suit or adjudication of the suit unless such legislation
is retrospective and a court of appeal cannot take into consideration a new law brought into
existence after the judgment appealed from has been rendered because the rights of the parties in
an appeal is determined under the law in force on the date of suit”.162
The ruling also said it is unfair to change the rules of a game once the game has started. Even
though this judgment of NCLT, Mumbai is not binding on the other benches, still the same may
cause a turmoil as many petitions which were admitted before 23rd November 2017 are currently
pending and promoters of corporate debtors in the said petitions may attempt to take advantage
by placing reliance on the above mentioned order of NCLT.
CONCLUSION
During the parliamentary discussions on the Bill, the Minister of Finance, Mr. Arun Jaitley very
rightly stated that Code has been a “learning experience” for the government. It still remains
debatable if the imposition of a blanket ban on the existing promoters, without taking into account
the causes of failure of an enterprise, is correct. It can only be hoped that the Government will be
pro-active in the future too in removing ambiguities as and when they surface.

162

In Re: Wig Associates Pvt. Ltd. [2017] C.P. No. 1214/IBC/NCLT/MB/MAH/2017 (NCLT,Mum)
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Keeping the promoter out of the bankruptcy-resolution process has short-term negatives but longterm benefits far outweigh them. Section 29A of IBC is necessary to maintain discipline in the
resolution process. IBC has changed the game for lenders and has changed the balance in favour
of the lender. After Section 29A, there is a sea change in attitude of promoters and they are now
looking to help resolve the cases. In the last 18 months, the stressed assets sector has seen a lot of
action around IBC, but that did not translate into cash coming out of it. However, from this year,
if we look at the few months after the said amendment, it is expected that 80% will come out of
the NCLT process alone. Promoters bring a lot of value to the bankruptcy-resolution process and
have faced sobering reality after losing control of their companies.

Also, this has been the biggest change in the mindset of the ecosystem — where previously a
promoter losing his company was unheard of, now firms understand the implications of court
orders and admission into the insolvency process. One way to resolve this debate of whether clause
(c) of Section 29-A should completely bar promoters from being involved in the bidding process
maybe solved by barring the promoters from participating in the IBC bidding process in their full
capacity while permitting them to make deals with third parties such as private equity funds, who
would be the primary bidders.
The share of the promoters maybe capped at a certain threshold in the resolution plan submitted
to the CoC by the fund. This could be a reasonable compromise wherein the promoters get some
value out of the auction process. They are not able to fully buy back their firms at a discounted
price neither are they completely pushed aside. This may also ensure that the firm does not get
liquidated

and

organizational

capital

is

not

lost.

Once such a condition is put in place in the amended IBC, there is no rationale for barring all the
other categories of persons in the sweeping manner as done by the Ordinance. The IBC process
in essence is a commercial one and the Ordinance to amend the IBC should not be driven by
moral considerations.
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PLEA BARGAINING
-SUSHAIN SOBTI163
ABSTRACT
The arrears of criminal courts awaiting trial are assuming menacing proportions. Grievances have
been vented in public that the disposal of criminal trials in the courts take considerable time and
that in many cases trials do not commence for as long as a period of three or four years after the
accused was remitted to judicial custody. Large number of persons accused of criminal offences
have not been able to secure bail for one reason of the other resulted to become languish in jails
as under trial prisoners for years. It is also a matter of common knowledge that the majority of
cases ultimately end in acquittal.
The accused have to undergo mental torture and also have to spend considerable amount by way
of legal expenses and the public exchequers has to bear the resultant economic burden. During
the course of detention as under-trial prisoners the accused persons are exposed to the influence
of hard-core criminals. Quite apart from this, the accused have to remain in a state of uncertainty
and unable to settle down in life for a number of years awaiting the completion of trial.164
Thus the courts have resulted in the informal system of pre-trial bargaining and settlement in some
western countries, especially in United States. The system is commonly known as “plea
bargaining”. A suspect may be advised to admit part or all the crime charged in return for a
specified punishment or rather than await trial with the possibility of either acquittal or a more
serious punishment. Plea bargaining as most criminal justice reformers believe, is more suitable,
flexible and better fitted to the needs to the society, as it might be helpful in recurring admissions
in cases where it might be difficult to prove the charge laid against the accused. 165
On the recommendations of Malimath Committee,166 Code of Criminal Procedure has been
recently amended by adding Chapter XXIA, consisting of 12 sections (sec 265-A to 265 L).
Student, B.A. LL.B., Amity Law School, Delhi (GGSIPU).
154th Report, Law Commission of India, The Code of Criminal Procedure,1973 154.70 (1996).
165 Justice Pasayat A., “Plea Bargaining,” 5 Nyaya Deep, National Legal Services Authority, vol. VIII, (2007)
166 Supra note 1
163
164
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The Central Government has notified the socio-economic condition of the country, which have
been kept out of the purview of the plea bargaining. Not only will it expedite the disposal of cases,
it may also result in adequate compensation for the victim of crime, since he along with prosecutor
will be in a position to bargain with the accused.167
The primary objective of having a criminal justice system is to maintain peace and order in the
society and provide for a redress mechanism when citizen rights are violated. Therefore, the system
criminalizes various actions, which violate or infringe the rights guaranteed to an individual in a
civilized society. But the unequal power equation between the accused and the State mandates a
procedure, which is fair to the accused and protects his rights at every step.
This endeavor to make the procedure fair enough to inspire confidence in the accused and the
society has given so many rights to the accused that the resultant procedure is slow, cumbersome
and expensive. All this leads to a huge pendency of cases in various criminal courts of India and a
large population of under trials in Indian jails. The solution lies in looking for alternative dispute
resolution mechanisms for disposing off a criminal case. Plea Bargaining is one of the many such
alternatives available which settle a criminal dispute without putting up the accused for a formal
trial.
DEFINITION OF PLEA BARGAINING
There is no universally applicable definition of plea-bargaining. As the term implies, plea
bargaining involves an active negotiation process whereby an offender is allowed confess his guilt
in court (if he so desires) in exchange of a lighter punishment that would have been given for such
an offence. In legal terminology, a plea-bargaining is simply an answer to a claim made by someone
in a civil or criminal case under common law using the adversary system.168
Black’s Law Dictionary169 defines it as: “The process whereby the accused and the prosecutor in
criminal case work out a mutually satisfactory disposition of the case subject to the Court approval.

Supra note 2
Surender Kumar, Kulwant Singh “Concept of Plea Bargaining and Criminal Law in India: An Analysis” Vol – I,
Issue – IV VOR (October 2013).
169 8th edition, 1190 (2004)
167
168
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It usually involves the accused pleading guilty to a lesser offence or to only one or some of the
courts of a multi-count indictment in return for a lighter than that possible for the graver charge.”
As per Chief Justice of Supreme Court of United States, Warren Burger in Santobello v. New
York.170
“Plea bargaining is an essential component of the administration of justice, properly administered, it
is to be encouraged…..it leads to prompt and largely final disposition of most criminal cases.”
The Canadian Law Commission initially gave a simple definition of the term “Plea Bargaining” as
follows:171
“Any agreement by the accused to plead guilty in return for the promise of some benefit”
ORIGIN OF PLEA BARGAINING
Plea bargaining is a concept that originated in the United States and it has evolved over the ages
to become a prominent feature of American Criminal Justice system.172 Plea-bargaining is the pre
trail negotiation between the defendant and prosecution during which accused pleads guilty in
exchange of certain concession by the prosecutor. This usually involves negotiations to reduce
either the sentence or the seriousness of the charge. In the US, more than 75 percent of criminal
cases end in guilty pleas, almost all resulting from plea-bargaining. In federal courts, virtually all
defendants who plead guilty qualify for a 20 percent reduction in the length of their sentence.173
The constitutional validity of plea-bargaining was considered by the US courts in the landmark
decision in Brady v. United States

174

where the court upheld the constitutionality of plea-

bargaining.

404 US 260 (1971).
Law Reform Commission of Canada: Criminal Procedure: Control of the Process, 45 Working Paper 15(1975).
172 Wanna make a deal? The introduction of plea bargaining in India by Sulabh Rewari and Tanya Aggarwal (2206) 2
SCC (Cri) J-12
173 Gale Encyclopedia of US history
174 397 US 742
170
171
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Concept of Plea Bargaining in India
In the United states, the accused has three options with respect to pleas; guilty, not guilty or plea
of nolo contendere.175 In plea of nolo contendere the defendant answers the charges made in the
indictment by declining to dispute or admit the fact of his or her guilt. The defendant who pleads
nolo contendere submits for a judgment fixing a fine or sentences the same as if he or she had pleaded
guilty. The difference is that a plea of nolo contendere cannot later be used to prove wrongdoing in
civil suit for monetary damages, but a plea of guilty can.176
A plea-bargaining is a contractual agreement between the prosecution and the accused concerning
the disposition of a criminal charge. However, unlike most contractual agreements, it is not
enforceable until a judge approves it.177
The Indian concept of plea-bargaining is inspired from the doctrine of Nolo contendere. It has been
incorporated by the legislature after several law commission recommendations. This doctrine has
been considered and implemented in a manner that takes into account the social and economic
conditions prevailing in our country.178 There are three types of plea-bargaining:
i)

Charge bargaining: negotiating for dropping some charges in a case of multiple charge
or settling for a less grave charge

ii)

Sentence bargaining: where the accused has an option of admitting guilt and settling
for a lesser punishment

iii)

Fact bargaining: negotiation which involves an admission to certain facts in return for
an agreement not to introduce certain other facts179

Salient features of plea-bargaining
The Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2005, which was passed in the winter session of the
Parliament, has introduced plea-bargaining in India, embodied in the Chapter XXIA of Code of

Latin term which means “I do not wish to contest”
West’s Encyclopedia of American Law
177 Supra note 10
178 Plea Bargaining – A Practical Solution by Sowmya Suman
179 Plea Bargaining: A Revelation by Dr Abraham P Meachinkara 2010 (4) klt jrl
175
176
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Criminal Procedure. A notification has been issued which gives effect to the new provision, which
has come into effect since 5th July, 2006. The salient features of the provisions are
1. The plea-bargaining is applicable only in the respect of those offences for which
punishment of imprisonment is upto seven years;
2. It does not apply where offences that affect the socio-economic condition of the country
or has been committed against a woman or a child blow the age of 14 years;
3. The application for plea-bargaining should be filed by the accused voluntarily;
4. A person accused of an offence may file an application for plea bargaining in the court in
which such offence is pending for trial;
5. Once the court is convinced that the accused is participating in the plea bargain voluntarily,
it will allow time to both parties to reach mutually satisfactory disposition, which may
include giving to the victim by the accused, compensation and other expenses incurred
during the case;
6. Where a satisfactory disposition of the case has been worked out, the Court shall dispose
of the case by sentencing the accused to one-fourth of the punishment provided or
extendable, as the case may be for such offence;
7. The statement or facts stated by an accused in an application for plea bargaining shall not
be used for any other purpose other than for plea bargaining;
8. The judgment delivered by the Court in the case of plea-bargaining shall be final and no
separate appeal shall lie in any court against such judgment (except the special leave
petition under article 136 and writ petition under articles 226 and 227 of the Constitution).
If the accused is a first time offender, the court will have the option of releasing him/her
on probation. Alternatively, the court may grant half the minimum punishment for the
particular offence.
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When are plea bargains made?
A plea bargain may be made by an accused when
(a) The report has been forwarded by the officer in charge of the police station under s. 173
Cr.P.C. alleging therein that an offence appears to have been committed by him other than
an offence for which the punishment of death or of imprisonment for a term exceeding
seven years has been provided under the law for the time being in force; or
(b) A Magistrate has taken cognizance of an offence on complaint, other than an offence for
which the punishment of death or of imprisonment for life or of imprisonment for a term
exceeding seven years, has been provided under the law for the time being in force, and
after examining complaint and witnesses under Section 200, issued the process under s.
204.
Who can file an application for plea-bargaining?
•

Any accused person above the age of 18 years and against whom a trial is pending, can file
an application for plea-bargaining.

•

But, there are some exceptions to this general rule.

•

The offence against the accused should carry a maximum sentence of less than 7 years.

•

The offence should not have been committed by the accused against a woman or a child
below the age of 14 years.

•

The accused should not have been covered under Section 2(k) of the Juvenile Justice (Care
and Protection of Children) Act, 2000.

•

The accused should not have earlier been convicted for same offence.

•

The offence should not affect the socio economic condition of the country.

INDIAN JUDICIARY’S APPROACH TOWARDS PLEA BARGAINING
The Indian judiciary has been reluctant in applying this concept prior to the 2005 amendment and
has on various occasions rejected the concept of plea-bargaining even after several
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recommendations of the Law Commission of India.180 This was evident since the courts continued
giving decisions unfavorable to plea-bargaining even after such recommendations. The earliest
cases in which the concept of plea bargaining was considered by the Hon’ble Court was Madanlal
Ramachander Daga v. State of Maharashtra181 in which it observed:
“In our opinion, it is very wrong for a court to enter into a bargain of this character Offences
should be tried and punished according to the guilt of the accused. If the Court thinks that leniency
can be shown on the facts of the case it may impose a lighter sentence.”
In Muralidhar Megh Raj v. State of Maharashtra182 the Apex Court continued to disapprove the
concept of plea-bargaining when the appellants pleaded guilty to the charge where-upon the trial
Magistrate, sentenced them each to a piffling fine. The Court observed:
“To begin with, we are free to confess to a hunch that the appellants had hastened with their pleas
of guilty hopefully, induced by an informal, tripartite understanding of light sentence in lieu of nolo
contendere stance.”
In Ganeshmal Jasraj v. Government of Gujarat and Anrs183 the Apex Court considered the effect
of plea-bargaining on evidence and order of conviction when it observed:
“There can be no doubt that when there is an admission of guilt made by the accused as a result
of plea bargaining or otherwise, the evaluation of the evidence by the Court is likely to become a
little superficial and perfunctory and the Court may be disposed to refer to the evidence not
critically with a view to assessing its credibility but mechanically as a matter of formality in support
of the admission of guilt. The entire approach of the Court to the assessment of the evidence
would be likely to be different when there is an admission of guilt by the accused....In the instant
case, it is true that the learned magistrate did not base his order of conviction solely on the
admission of guilt made by the appellant, but it is clear from his judgment that his conclusion was
not unaffected by the admission of guilt on the part of the appellant and in the circumstances, it
would not be right to sustain the conviction of the appellant.”
See http://www.mha.nic.in/pdfs/criminal_justice_system.pdf
AIR 1968 SC 1267
182 AIR 1976 SC 1929
183 AIR 1980 SC 264
180
181
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Subsequently in Kasambhai Ardul Rehmanbhai Shaikh v.State of Gujrat184 the Hon’ble Court
held:
“It would be contrary to public policy to allow a conviction to be recorded against an accused by
inducing him to confess to a plea of guilty on an allurement being held out to him that if he enters
a plea of guilty, he will be let off very lightly. Such a procedure would be clearly unreasonable,
unfair and unjust and would be violative of Art. 21 of the Constitution. It would have the effect
of polluting the pure fount of justice because it might induce an innocent accused to plead guilty
to suffer a light and inconsequential punishment rather than go through a long and arduous
criminal trial.”
In Kachhia Patel Shantilal Koderlal v.State of Gujarat and Anr.185.The Court held that practice
of plea bargaining is unconstitutional, illegal and would tend to encourage corruption, collusion
and pollute the pure fount of justice.
In State of U.P v. Chandrika 186The Hon’ble Apex Court obsereved:
“Mere acceptance or admission of the guilt should not be a ground for reduction of sentence. Nor
can the accused bargain with the Court that as he is pleading guilty sentence be reduced.”
After the amendment, the concept of plea-bargaining has found recognition in the Indian Courts
since the court is left with no option but to interpret the law and not make laws. The courts have
held that criminals who admit their guilt and repent upon, a lenient view should be taken, while
23
awarding punishment.
CONCLUSION
Our lawmakers have introduced the inclusion of Chapter XXI-A of the Code rather cautiously.
They have limited the applicability to a large extent and also restricted the scope of plea-bargaining.
It should be understood that when a concept is being implemented into a legal system, it should

AIR 1980 SC 854
(1980) 3 SCC 120
186 AIR 2000 SC 164
184
185
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be done in a manner, foreseeing the hindrances that may be faced at the experimental stage. The
provisions as such don’t show any tendency of reducing caseload. If citizens are to be encouraged
to use the alternative remedy of plea-bargaining, then there is an urgency to bring in more clarity
and predictability in the provisions.
It is agreed that there should be a balance between a rampant use of this remedy and the
possibilities that plea-bargaining offers in order for it to be an effective and efficient alternative
remedy. But, we are unable to appreciate plea-bargaining to the extent it deserves to be appreciated
because of the extremely cautious approach in restricting its scope. It cannot be denied that the
Amendment is a sincere attempt at resolving the stated issues but it can be better appreciated only
if the reins are loosened a little more.
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RIGHTS OF PRISON INMATES
-MANYA HASIJA187
ABSTRACT
Prisons are an indispensable part of the criminal justice system of any country and thus there is an
urgent need to reflect on the rapidly increasing subhuman conditions of the prisons. The
fundamental reason for this situation is the society’s approach towards prisoners. The Article 21
of the constitution mandates that no citizen should be deprived of life and liberty except according
to prescribed legal procedure. The chief purpose of imprisonment is protection of society against
crime.
Punitive techniques of treatment of prisoners alone cannot help achieve the objective of
reformation of prisoners. There have been several cases in the past where prisoners have fallen
prey to infringement of rights or their rights being curtailed. The famous case of Rama Murthy v.
State of Karnataka wherein the Supreme Court had identified several issues concerning prisons is
a glaring example of the functioning of prisons in India. Despite having well drafted legislations
dealing with prisoner rights, and authorities authorized to monitor the functioning of prisons, the
implementation of the above takes a backseat.
This paper aims to explore the status of prisons in India along with the major constraints faced by
the Indian prisons such as overcrowding, underfunding and understaffing. It also lays emphasis
on the lawful rights of prisoners and role of judiciary. This includes the rights enshrined in the
Constitution of India, analysis of the Prisons Act, 1984, Prison Manual, 2016 and rights under the
Code of Criminal Procedure. It also draws attention towards various Prisoner Welfare Schemes.
INTRODUCTION
The word ‘prisoner’ refers to any person who is held under custody in jail or prison cell because
he/she committed an act that is prohibited by the law of land. A prisoner is also known as an

187
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inmate is anyone who is deprived of liberty against their will. This liberty can be withheld by
confinement or forceful restraint.
The Indian legal is based upon social values keeping in mind non-violence, dignity and mutual
respect amongst individuals. It is a well-known fact that by committing a crime, a person does not
lose the identity of being human and still is endowed with all the traits which demand him to be
treated with human dignity and respect that a human being deserves.
Human rights are necessitated to treat every human alike. It is essential to ensure for every citizen
a reasonably dignified life188. Even if the person is imprisoned or confined because of his acts, he
is entitled to those rights unaffected by the reason of conviction, simply because his rights cannot
be denuded.
RIGHTS OF PRISONERS: Role of Judiciary and Legislature
Every society has a judicial system for the protection of rights of its law-abiding citizens; it also
has to make provisions for people behind the bars. The Supreme Court of India, in its
interpretation of Article 21 of the Constitution, has developed and widened human rights
jurisprudence for the protection of prisoner’s rights to maintain protection of human dignity. Any
violation of Article 21 attracts the provisions of Article 14 of the Constitution, which empowers
individuals with right to equality and equal protection of law. Moreover, the question of cruelty to
prisoners is also dealt under the Prison Act, 1894 and the Code of Criminal Procedure. Any excess
force or torture committed on a prisoner by the police authorities attracts the attention of both
legislature as well as judiciary. The judicial body of the country, particularly the Supreme Court,
has been very vigilant against violations of the human rights of the prisoners
Prisoners cannot be deprived of their basic human rights on the grounds of being inside the prison.
The rights given to prisoners are given under the Constitution of India,1950 the Prisons Act, 1894,
Code of Criminal Procedure etc. A prisoner is entitled to all his fundamental rights unless his
liberty has been constitutionally curtailed.189 The Supreme Court observed that a prisoner, under
any circumstance does not cease to be a human being and, while lodged in jail, he shall be allowed

188
189

CONSTITUTION OF INDIA, Art 21.
A.P. V. Challa Ramkrishna Reddy , AIR 2000 SC 2083 .
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to enjoy all his fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitution of India including the pivotal
right to life guaranteed by the Constitution.
Prisoner Rights- Constitution of India
The Constitution of India does not expressly mention the provisions related to the rights of
prisoners but the Supreme Court held that Articles 14, 19 and 21 are available to the prisoners in
the same way as they are available to a freeman. Prison walls do not keep out fundamental rights.190
Article 14 of the Constitution of India expressly states that the State shall not deny to any person
equality before law or the equal protection of laws within the territory of India. This article forms
an important basis for the prison authorities keeping in mind the various categories of prisoners
for the objective of reformation.191
Although article 19 of the Constitution of India guarantees six freedoms to the all citizens of India,
prisoners are not entitled to enjoy all six freedoms because of the very nature of the rights given
under the article. However, the “freedom of speech and expression”192 and “freedom to become
member of an association” is available to the prisoners.
Article 21 states that “No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according
to procedure established by law”. No prisoner can be deprived of right to life and liberty. Article
21 is wide in nature and provides the following rights to all
•

Right to live with dignity

•

Right of inmates of protective homes

•

Right to speedy trials

•

Right against cruel and unusual punishment

•

Right to free legal aid,

•

Right to fair trial,

•

Right against custodial violence and death in police lock-ups or encounters

T.V. Vatheeswaran V. State of Tamil Nadu, AIR 1983 SC 361.
Chowdhury Roy Nitai, “Indian Prison Laws and Correction of Prisoners”, Deep and Deep Publications, New
Delhi, 2002, p.75.
190
191
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The Constitution of India also provides the following rights to the prisoners:•

Right to meet friends and consult lawyer193

•

Right to reasonable wages in prison194

•

Rights against solitary confinement, handcuffing & bar fetters and protection from
torture195

Prisoner Rights- Prisons Act, 1894
Prisons Act, of 1894 was the first of its kind legislation regarding prison and prisoners in India.
This Act lays emphasis on reformation of prisoners in accordance with the rights of prisoners.
Following are the salient features with deal with reformation with the reformation of prisoners:•

Accommodation and sanitary conditions for prisoners196

•

Provisions relating to the examination of prisoners by qualified Medical Officer197

•

Provisions relating to treatment of undertrials, civil prisoners, parole and temporary release
of prisoners198

•

Provisions relating to separation of prisoners, containing female and male prisoners, civil
and criminal prisoners and convicted and undertrial prisoners199

•

Provision for the shelter and safe custody of the excess number of prisoners who cannot
be safely kept in any prison200

In the year of 2016 the Parliament has been passed the Prisons (Amendment) Bill, 2016 to amend
the Prisons Act, 1894 with a view to provide protection and welfare of the prisoners.

193Sunil

Batra v. Delhi Administration, AIR 1980 SC 1579 (India).
People’s Union for Democratic Rights v. Union of India, AIR 1982 SC 1473 (India).
195 Prem Shankar Shukla v. Delhi Administration, AIR 1980 SC 1535 (India).
196 Section 4 of the Prisons Act, 1894.
197 Section 24(2) of the Prisons Act, 1894.
198 Sections 31 and 35 of the Prisons Act, 1894.
199 Section 27 of the Prisons Act, 1894.
200 Section 7 of the Prisons Act, 1894.
194
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ISSUES OF CONCERN REGARDING PRISONS IN INDIA
The management and maintenance of prisons falls exclusively under the realm of the state
government, as per the Constitution of India in its seventh schedule. Prisons in India face three
long-standing structural constraints: overcrowding owing to a high percentage of prisoners
undergoing trial, underfunding and understaffing. The inevitable outcome is violent clashes
between jail authorities and prison inmates, sub-human living conditions, poor hygiene etc.
The Hon’ble Supreme Court in Rama Murthy v. State of Karnataka (1997) case, identified the
following nine issues concerning prisons:
•

80% prison population comprises of undertrial prisoners

•

Excessive Delay in trial.

•

Prisoners are not released even though bail is granted.

•

Lack or insufficient provision for medical aid to prisoners

•

Callous and insensitive attitude of jail authorities

•

Punishment that is carried out by jail authorities not coherent with punishment given
by court.

•

Harsh mental and physical torture

•

Lack of proper legal aid for prisoners

•

Corruption and malpractices.

Unchecked Prison Capacity
According to the Prison Statistics India 2015 report prepared and released by the National Crime
Records Bureau (NCRB), prisons in India are overcrowded with an occupancy ratio of 14% more
than the current capacity. Moreover, approximately two-thirds of the prison inmates are
undergoing trial. Delhi and Chhattisgarh are among the top three having an occupancy ratio that
is more than double the actual capacity. The prisons in India, as per the reports, are overcrowded
by 68.8% in Uttar Pradesh, 39.8% in Madhya Pradesh and by 77.9% in Meghalaya.
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As per the exact figures, Uttar Pradesh had the highest number of undertrials i.e 62,669, followed
by 23,424 in Bihar and 21,667 in Maharashtra. As per the reports prepared in 2015, Bihar had 82%
of prisoners who were undergoing trial, the highest in comparison to other states.201
Shortage of Staff
As per the reports, there are still 33% vacancies for prison officials that lies vacant, 36% of vacancy
for supervising officers that is unfulfilled. The biggest jail of the country, Tihar ranks third in terms
of shortage of staff. The manpower recruited inside this prison falls short by 50% of the actual
requirement. Delhi has the most over-populated jails and there is also acute shortage of guards
and supervisory staff. Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand and Bihar fall under the category of most sparsely
guarded jails, having above 65% staff vacancies among prison guards and supervisory staff.
Latest Enactments by the Legislature: A wider perspective
The Prisons (Amendment) Bill, 2016 widens the scope of the Prisons Act, 1984. The new
provisions focus on the reformation of the prisoners and provide for skill related activities within
the premises of the prison. Some of the salient features of the bill are:
•

The State Governments shall establish separate prisons to keep habitual and hardcore
offenders separately from the first time offenders and the offenders convicted for lesser
crimes.202

•

The State Government shall provide skill training including computer classes, tailoring,
carpentry, cooking, gardening, and language classes, in such manner as may be prescribed,
to the prisoners.203

•

The officers of a prison shall conduct workshops and seminars on such subjects as would
be helpful for rehabilitation of and for educating the prisoners.

Prison Statistics India- 2015, National Crime Records Bureau.
Section 58-A, Prison (Amendment) Bill, 2016.
203 Section 58-E, Prison (Amendment) Bill, 2016.
201
202
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The officers of a prison shall ensure active participation of prisoners in attending such
workshops and seminars.204

•

Further, for the purposes of sections 58E and 58F, the State Government shall appoint
adequate number of professionals, educators and counselors. 205

The Union Home Minister Shri Rajnath Singh in 2016 approved the new Model Prison Manual,
an amended version of the 2003 manual, consisting of 32 chapters which lays emphasis on bringing
in basic uniformity in laws, rules and regulations governing the functioning and administration of
prisons and the management and reformation of prisoners in the country.
The salient features of the Model Prison Manual, 2016 are: 206
1.

Access to free legal services- Article 39A of the Constitution enumerates provisions for
free legal aid to the poor and weaker sections of society and seeks to ensure justice for all.
This includes:

-

Appointment of jail visiting advocates;

-

Setting up of a legal aid clinic in every prison;

-

Legal literacy classes in prisons;

-

Constitution of under-trial review committee and provisions to ensure legal services for
under-trial prisoners who have undergone half of the maximum sentence for that
offence.

2.

Additional provisions for woman prisoners: This includes sensitizing the staff on gender
related issues and education prisoners on importance of hygiene and healthcare. It ensures
that no punishment involving close confinement should be awarded to pregnant woman or
woman with infants.

Section 58-F, Prison (Amendment) Bill, 2016.
Section 58-G, Prison (Amendment) Bill, 2016.
206 Model Prison Manual, 2016, Bureau of Police Research and Development, Ministry of Home Affairs.
204
205
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Rights of prisoners sentenced to death: This provision is incorporated in Chapter XII.
It states that prisoners should have access to legal aid at all stages; regular mental health
checkups for death row prisoners; communication of rejection of mercy petition; allowing
final meeting between prisoner and family.

4.

Provisions for children of women prisoners: This allows provisions for pre-natal and
post-natal care to pregnant women; provisions for holistic development of children;
provision for nutritious food and clean drinking water.

5.

Other features of the manual include: Organisational uniformity and increased focus on
prison correctional staff; Inspection of Prisons; After-care Services.
The prisons are supposed to function as per the provisions of the Prison Manual.

Welfare of Prisoners: Reformation and Rehabilitation
Many prisons across the country have, over the years, taken various initiatives to promote
reformation of prisoners by encouraging them to take up educational and skill based activities.
This not only motivates them to be productive, but also fulfills the purpose of punishment to
some extent.
Some of the prisons in the country have set an example by paying attention towards not only
reformation, but also towards rehabilitation of prisoners.
a.

Tihar Jail, New Delhi: The biggest prison of the country has a small automobile
manufacturing unit being run by the inmates. The prison also has a restaurant with a
seating capacity of 45 people where food is cooked and served by the prisoners. The
factory also promotes bakery, handloom and textiles. The prison is also known for
organizing ‘Tihar Jail Olympics’

b.

Taloja Jail, Navi Mumbai- The State Prison department initiated the ‘Gala Bhet’ in
2016, a provision for letting inmates interact with their families without letting any
barrier separate them.
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Central Prison, Kannur: The prison trained 30 inmates with beautician skills and the
prison has a salon running under the banner- Phoenix Freedom Expressions.
Moreover, all the thirty inmates were given certificates for learning.

d.

Poojapura Central Prison, Thiruvananthapuram: The prison provides training to
its inmates in the basics of paper-bag making, computers, beautician skills where
inmates sit in batches of 25.

e.

Balasore District Jail, Odisha: Amongst the older prisons, it is working towards
establishing an organic farming system to increase its earning and to make the
prisoners more efficient and productive.

CONCLUSION
The entire objective of having the prison concept is to work towards reformation of people who
violate the laws. However, the purpose stands incomplete when the prisoners are deprived of their
rights that are fundamental to them in as much as they are to any other individual. Thus, the entire
focus should be towards taking and implementing steps which gives positive outcomes. Prisoners
should be encouraged to take up productive activities in the field of technical, creative, physical,
concentration and therapeutic tasks.
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